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Big discussion this morning at
breakfast abo_pt the absurdity
of charging ASerican boys with
the alleged atrocities which
they are presumed to have com-
mitted.
It was generally agreed that
there is no such thing as a
"humane" war and that our
soldiers are trained to fight and
eliminate the enemy. Who ever
Is a potential killer is just u
dangerous as one who is ob-
viously a killer and in Viet
Nam, these are difficult to dis-
tinguish between.
Apparently it makes little dif-
ference whether it be a man,
woman or child, they can still
• throw a hand grenade.
- A soldier who wants to stay
salve is not going to take any
• chances with the people he
meets. Any overt move by the
Vietnamese has to be con-
strued as an unfriendly act and
the soldier is placed in the
_position of having to ask geese
.tions later and .00t inevire axe
litely and civilly "Excuse me
c _sir, but are you friendy or un-
friendly?". There is little place
In a war, in the heat of coat-
' bat, to be humane, friendly,
-- polite, civil, or compassionate.
To be a good soldier one must
- strip himself of the trappings
of civilization. Atavism is one
e of his principal protective de-
vices, both physically and emo-
tionally.
Both the Federal government
and the liberal "peacenike"
have done a great disservice
to the American soldier by
tering to make him fight a pro-
longed. humane war with no cache areas and bases 
in
'en' rewire ew the /seta ea eiwareeaiponsaf...tha
case. which hit this region
October.
A spokesman said the govern-
ment troops, some of them
veterans of the drives into
Cambodia, were setting up
artillery bases as they moved
westward—bases which Would
defend the area against future
Communist penetration.
The drive began after Com-
munist units infiltrated Da ing to Wayne Wilson, president
Nang and distributed propagan-iof the league.
South Vietnamese Open
Major Offensive Below
City Of Da Nang Today
Americans are used to fighting
a war and getting it over with,
net adopting war as a way of
life. We fight to gain peace be-
cause peace is our way of life.
A strange bird sound out in
the back yard early this morn-
ing Could not figure out what
it was but suspect it was the
mewling and stuttering of a
Grackle. They can nuke mate
weird noises.
About fifteen Meadowlarins oat
in the yard this morning. Some
are quite bold while others fly
away as though they are sear-
ed to death.
Don Alley's home going up
quickly, up the street from us.
Two Persons
Injured Today
Two persons were injured, one
hospitalized, after a one car
accident this morning about
three o'clock on Highway 121 on
the Coldwater Hill, according to
Calloway County Sheriff Clyde
-Steele.' Kentucky State Trooper
Charles Stephenson was also at
the scene of the accident.
Phillip Hargrove, 914 South 8th
Street, Mayfield, age n, was
hospitalized at. the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital this
morning at 3:35. He sustained
abrasions to the right thigh', right
ankle, and left foot, .according to
hospital officials.
Also injured in the accident
was William Parham, 117 Camp-
bell, Mayfield, who had abrasions
to 6Fie right leg and foot. lie was
treated and released, hospital
officials said.
Both men were brought to the
hospital by a Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home ambulance.
Sheriff Steele said Hargrove,
driving a 1969 Volkswagen, lost
control of ,his car on the hill and it
turned over several times.
Parham was a passenger in the
car. Neither one of the men was
thrown out of the car in the ac-
cident, law officials said '




SAIGON (UPI) —A strike
force of 5,000 South Vietnamese
troops with U.S. air and
artillery support has opened a
major offensive below the city
of -Da Nang to clear out
Communist bases all the way to
the Laotian border, Allied
military sources said today.
Major fighting also was
reported in Cambodia where
Cambodian troops and Ameri-
can-trained Cambodian merce-
naries were battling for the
fifth day to recapture the resort
town of. Kirirom on the main
'highway south to the Gulf of
Siam.
In Laos, the Vientiane
government reported the recap-
ture of a Communist _ hill
position at Turtle Shell Ridge,
nine miles northwest of occu-
pied Attopeu, in fighting which
killed 49 Communists and four
government troops who had air
support. The government also
retook the rice rich town of
moedaeaeagek, near the Camlio-
edizay border, when the 'Commu-
nists withdrew southward.
Allied- military sources sate; Mayfield klieePital- He was a
the South Vietnamese drive retired employee of the South
began July 7 outside An Hoa, 25 Bend, Ind., school system.
miles southwest of Da Nang He is survived by two brother
s,
and 350 miles northeast of Lubie Fuqua of Sedalia
 and Ben
Saigon. South Vietnam is barely D. Fuqua of Farmingto
n, and two
60 miles wide at this point and sisters, Mrs. Jones Jenkins 
of
the object of the drive was to Armington 
and Mrs. Jones
sweep to the Laotian border. Jenkins of Farmington
 and Mrs.
One of the main purposes of Boyce Thomasson 
of Mayfield.
the sweep was to prevent, a The funeral 
was held today at
threatened North Vietnamese 2:30 p.m. at th
e Roberts Funeral
and Viet Cong drive on Da Home,
 Mayfield, with Bro.
Nang this autumn. Spokesmen James Shockle
y officiating.
said the South Vietnamese Pallbearers were Joe, Richard,
hoped to clean out Communist Bill and John M. Fuqua,
James Bowden McNeely, and
41141 13,1011180,... Burial welkin the
in Harmony Cemetery.
da leaflets warnings of the
impending autumn offensive.
Size of the South Vietnamese
force was estimated at least
5,000 men. It included a 3,
Marine brigade and
several battalions of govern
ment Rangers, the elite of the
South Vietnamese armed for
ces. No major enemy contact
was reported.
There has been a rise of
terrorist activity in the Da
Nang area and recently major
forces of Communists entered
the Khe Sanh area to the
northwest. U.S. B52 air strikes
were reported to have killed
more than 400 of these troops*
one phase of the Allied efforts
te prevent major North Vietna-





died Tuesday at 1:45 a.m. at the
es-
PARK LEAGUE MEET
All parents of Park League
baseball players are urged to
attend a meeting at 7:30 p. m.
Friday, at the Park League
field The topic of the meeting
will be the trip to St. Louis
planned for August 8, accord.
Special Subcommittee Says
U.S. Soldiers Deliberately




tigators have surprised skeptics
on all sides by reporting that
U.S. soldiers "deliberately"
shot down innocent civilians in
the South Vietnamese hamlet of
My Lai.
Furthermore, the special
House armed services subcom-
mittee said, Army and State
Department officers in South
Vietnam suppressed a stream
of reports they received about
the alleged. "massacre." The
lawmakers however refrained
from a blanket condemnation of
what took place when "C"
Company swept through the
village March 16, 1968. -
"At this late date,' said the
subcommittee at the end of its
53-page report Tuesday, "who
can judge the cumulative
effects of the horrors, fears and
frustrations which the men of
"C" Company had been forced
to endure just prior to their
action at My Lai on March 16,
of that year."
Was Obviously Wrong
The panel said what hap-
pened was obviously wrong, and
that it violated the Geneva
Conventions, the e, rules of
engagement and directives
from the highest Allied com-
mands in Vietnam on the
treatment of civilians. It said
"some" innocent civilians were
"deliberately killed" by
American Troops.
"In fact it was so wrong and
 --so foreign -to -the normal
THREE CITED -characteral ycizoiu flour
Three persons w_ere cited by the military forces as to irnmedi-
Murray Police -Dipartment ately raise a question as to the
yesterday and last night . They legal sanity at the time of those
were one for driving while in- leen involved," the panel
toxicated. one -tee improper coneluded.
regetration. and one for speeding The, subcortimatee was
and no operator 's.hcense formed and assigned its task by
committee Chairman L. Mendel
Rivers. D-S.C. Rivers has
complained bitterly since the
Pentagon began seriouslyinves-
tigating the My Lai allegations
and charging servicemen with
crimes. He has accused the
Army of persecuting American
fighting men, who were just
trying to do their job. But
today Rivers said of the
subcommittee report which
speaks of "a tragedy of major
proportions:"
"I agree with everything in
the report. They've done a
masterful job."
On the other side of the fence
wre thoue Vietnam doves and
others who privately scoffed at
the notion the subcommittee
would produce the objective
report promised by its chair-
man. They noted that all four
members were dedicated sup-
porters of the U.S. effort in
Vietnam and genrally pro-
Cautions Against Judgment
Although the panel declared
American troops shot down
innocent civilians, it empma-
sized that " relatively few" men
were responsible and that troops
may have acted under extreme
combat pressures. It cautioned
against passing judgement on
battlefield decisions from the
"quiet, comfortability of the
Pentagon or A courtroom."
The suoconurilttee included
Reps. F. Edward Hebert, D-
La., chairman; Sarbuel Strat-
ton, D-N.Y., Charles S. Gubser,
R-Catif., and Wtillam L. rincklfe
son, 11-Ala.
The subcommittee said it
could not find "a shred of
evidence" that a formal investi-
gation of many' allegations' that
abounded was conducted by
IContinuiel on Palle Sixtireni
Demonstration On
Beekeeping To Be
Held At LBL Sunday
Beekeeping will once again be the
subject of demonstrations at
Empire Farm in Land Between
the Lakes on Sunday, July 19. Ed
Veazey, farm manager, will
dissect a live beehive and explain
the role of the honey bee in
agriculture. The demonstrations
will run from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
During the summer months the
public is invited to participate in
a series of interpretive walks at
Emprie Farm and around Center
Station in- the Conservation
Education Center. The walks will
center around the plant and
animal life in the area and the






been tentatively scheduled for
the Aug. 10-28 intereession at
Murray State University—the
most complete offering for the
three-week term in the school's
history.
Dr. William G. Read, vies-
president for academic affairs,
said the classes will cover
wide range of subject matter
and include more emphasis on
some undereradttate areas than
in past years.
A short session to bridge the
gap between summer school,
which ends Arrg. 7, and the fall
semester, the inter-session will
include classes in accounting,
driver education, education, Es-
gush, geography, guidance, his-
tory, industrial education, man-
agement, marketing, philoso-
phy, political science, psychol-
ogy, sociology and speech.
Students planning to enroll
must meet classes at 8 a, in.
on Aug. 10. Registration is
scheduled for 1 p. m. an that
like in the ballroone,of the
terfield Student L'nion Building
on the campus.
No student may enroll for
more than one course during
the inter-session, according to
Read. He said each class will
meet three hours daily for 15
days for three semester hours
Of credit.
Classes will meet either five
or six days a week, depending
on a vote of the students en-
rolled, Read added Classes
choosing to meet on Saturdays
will wind up Aug. 26; other- ,
wise, classes will end Aug. 28.
Eleven of the courses are
open for either advance under-
graduate credit or for grad-
uate credit. Eleven are also
open to undergraduates only,
and six are restricted to grad-
uate students.
The schedule includes. Ac.
counting 304, Managerial Ac-
counting; Driver Education 320,
Driver Education I; Education
521, Conservation Education;
Education 522, Reading Diffi-
culties; Education 611, Ele-
mentary School Organization.
Education 630, Methods of Re- itead, assistant professor.
search; Education 641, Second-,i' Emphasis during the sessions
ery Curriculum; Education 134)7 will be on painting, drawing
Semlnar in Philosophy of Edu. ant printmaking.
cation; English 102, Corniesi• Jackson said the, workshops
tion; English 201, Introdectic,o "are designed to allow the art,
to Literature; English 309. His minded high school school stu-
tory of the English Language; dent to improve his ability as
and English 501, Milton.
Geography 320, Geography
of Kentucky; Guiciance 692,
Group Dynamics; History 411,
Colonial America; Industrial
Education 571, Special PTht). !LATHER REPORT
American legio"Rameses" Director
Holds PicnicOn Speaker For Lions
Monday At Park
The American Legion and
the Legion Auxiliary of Mur
my Post No. 73 met together
for a picnic supper at the Mur
ray City Park at 8 p. m., Mon
day, July 13.
East 73 was honored with the
presence of the American Le
glen Baseball team and 30
members of the ;Auxiliary.
Installation of officers for the
new year was held after the
supper with Colonel Farris of
ficiating The new officers are
as follows:
Commander, K. J. Raymond
Jones, Vice-commander, Eu el
Bray; Adjutant, Cleo Sykes; Fi-
nance Officer, Lester Nanney;
Chaplain, Rev. Henry McKen-




President, Mrs. .1. Raymond
Jones; Vice-president, Mrs. Cleo
Sykes; Secretary - Treasurer,
Mrs. Flavil Robertson; Chap-
lain, Mrs Alton Barnett; and
Sergeant at Arms, Mrs. Holly
Oliver.
Everyone was invited to Hol-
land Field to support the base-
hall teem who was playing Mad-
isonville after the meal. Madi-




Six high school students from
Murray are among 31 students
from four states with high in-
terest and aptitude in art 'en-
rol:ed in the first of two Art
rs Workshops Odle stea-
mer at Murray State Univer-
sity.
They are: Deborah Eldridge,
Route 4; Rebecca Hogaricamp,
1313 Main; Betsy Anne Riley,
104 Parks Drive; Marsha Sledd,
1607 Calloway Ave.; Becky Ter-
hune, 804 Olive; and Gerald
Lumley.
The workshop began July 6
and will run through July 17,
with a second session schedul-
ed July 20-31. Workshops this
summer mark the 10th year




Tennessee were selected for
workshop scholarships by the
Murray State art departitent af-
ter making applications from
their high schools. Workshop
grants cover tuition and cost
of supplies.
RIChard G Jackson, associate
professor of art at Murray State,
Is the 'Workshop director. He is
beet' assisted by two other
fireillty members—Mrs. Laurel
Vkl, instructor. and Robert
a creative artist and to test
the possibilities of art as a
professional career"
leans; Management 558, Small
Business Management; Market
ing 360, Principles of Adver- eased roee i.e.
tising; Philosophy 501, Philoso-
phy of Religion; Political Se- west Kentucky. Chem, of
ence 142, Introduction to Gov. ^thunderstorms this afternoon
ermuent and Pelallee; PaYeli- but more likely tonight and
ology,180, General Psychology;
Psychology 581, Abnormal: day morning partly cloudy to-
Psychology 583, Mental Hygi- ° ' 
the southeast half Thurs.
ene; Sociology 833, Juvenile 
day and Thursday with consid•
enable cloudiness tonight. A lit-
Delinquency; Speech 3280, 
Oral
 
iv; tdleaycooler an Thd less humid urs.
Dramatics; Speech 562, Foren 90s. Lem tonight low 70s. High
sic Activities; and Speech 65(Pehurag 
afternoon. High today mid
daftey
Problems in Interpretation. gois 
upper 80s and low
Fail classes at Murray Stec
will begin Sept. 17 folio". KENTUCKYEAKESTAGES
several days 61 "glietratiga' 1 Kentucky Lake elevations as
., measured by Tennessee Valley
Frank Gonzales, director of
the group currently presenting
the Rameses Production at Ken-
lake Amphitheatre, was the
speaker at the Murray Lions
Club meeting Tuesday night.
"Ranneses", a Biblical presen-
tation on the Story of Moses,
has a cast of 40 people and is
presented nightly except Wed-
nesdays through September 7th
at 8:30 o'clock.
The lead part of "Rarneses"
Is played by Mark Tinsley of
Murray and Ken Thorns? of
Murray is Moses. The Amphi-
theatre at Kenlake has been
completely refurnished for the
production.
Bill Grasty was a guest of
Lion Vernon Anderson, Groov-
er Parker, a guest of President
Lester Nanny, and Lion Ed
Carmichael of Savannah, Geai.
gia was a guest of James Bla-
lock.
The Lions Club Board of Di-
rectors will meet Tuesday, July




. Kr& Mare Louise Baker IS
now a patient at the Baptist Me-
mortal Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn., where' she was taken
Monday by a Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home ambulance.
She will undergo further
treatment after being a patient
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital since June 20. She
was accompanied by her daugh-
ter, Mrs. Martha Jean Gravette
of Clarksville, Tenn., and her
son, Charles Mason Baker of
Murray.
For those who would like
to send her cards or letters,
her room Number is 708 M.
Two Car Collision
Reported On Tuesday
A two oar collision was in-
vestigated by the Murray Po-
lice Department on Tuesday, at
4.05 p. m at the Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Company on South
12th Street No injuries were
reported.
Cars involved were a 1962
Ford four door sedan owned by
Hugh Swift of Benton Routei 
both the Boards of Health and
ethe Staffs of the two count-




By United Press International
Sunny and warm weather
covered many parts of the
nation today although some
showers occurred, following
stormy weather Tuesday in the
Midwest.
Winds up to 50 miles an hour
accompanied by heavy rains
struck Chicago Tuesday, knock-
ing down a number of trees on
the city's North Side. Violent
weather occurred in other parts
of Illinois and in Michigan,
Iowa, South Dakota and nebras-
ka.
A tornado touched down on
an unoccupied farm near
Claytonia, Neb., Tuesday night,
causing considerable damage to
the farm.
The U.S. Weather Bureau in
Chicago said the severe Mid-
western storms erupted in a
warm-humid air mass over the
Midwest Tuesday afternoon an&
evening.
In South Dakota, a tornado
was spotted Teesday near
Beresford, about 30 miles south
of Sioux Falls. The weather
bureau reported damage to
crops, trees and livestock from
the tornado, and an automobile
was "sent spinning for a block
bouncing like a jackrabbit."
Two occupants of the car were
seriously injured, it said,
Moline, ill., and Pellston,
Mich., had rainfall in excess of
an inch during a six-hour span
early today. Scattered thunder-
showers in the Southeast and
the East Tuesday night pro-
duced light amounts, although
Charlottesville, Va., had more
than two inches of rain in six
hours.
Large hail, torrential rains
and winds up to 90 miles an
hour hit Western Iowa Tuesday
night. Funnel clouds were also
reported in the Hawkeye State.
Homes were unroofed at
Hawarden, Iowa, and a hangar
at the airport at Cherokee,
Iowa, was destroyed.
A funnel cloud was sighted 55
miles northwest of Corpus
Christi, Tex., Tuesday, while at
Milaca, Minn., 4ez inches of
rain fell in 24 hours. Other
heavy rain was reported at
Grand Rapids, Mich., Erie, Pa.,
and Lafayette, La.
Meanwhile, in the Far West,
today's weather was dre4
Cooler air pushed across the
North Central states behind a
Midwest cold front sweeping




R. L. Cooper, Health Pro-
gram Coordinator for C.alovray
and Marshall County Health
Departments, announced today
that William P. McElwain, M.
D.- Acting Commissioner of
Kentucky State Department of
Health will be in Calloway 0o-
unty July 21.
four door hardtop owned by
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Com-
pany,
Polie said the Chevrolet was
parked on the Taylor lot head-
ed west The Ford was parked
headed east, rolled down the
grade, and hit the Chevrolet
in the left front, according to
the police report.
Damage to both cars was
the left front.
on
Calloway County will be the
host for a joint meeting of
Mg with Dr. McElwain as the
guest speaker. He is expected
to discuss some of the local
health needs and some possibre
approaches to meet these needs.
Dr. McElwain wants to make
County Health Departments a
stronger service agency in the
community. He said, "We are
interested in trying to help in
any way to establish a claw
Brother And Sister Are
Here From California
'Authority at 7 a m with
predictions to midnight tonight.
Frank and Linda Co,pi ,of. 
San Francisco, Ca rgrr -Cia.4illy United Press International
arrived here Monday for a visit l 7a.m: midnight
with their aunt, Mrs. Robert Ries 'Savannah 357,5 Fluctuate
and family. , Perryville 357.2 Fluctuate
The brother and, sister, made Johnsonville 357.4 Fall 0.4
the trip to Calloway Cotmty sic Scoft Fitzhugh 357.7 Fall 0.4
one motorcycle. This is their firit Eggners Ferry 3576 Fall 0.3
time to see their aunt itadietn11 ')ikeniuCkY HW 358.8 Fall 0.4
here Kentucky TW 307.2- Fluctuate
• '
Seventeen Tires Stolen
From Truck Last Night
Seventeen tees were stolen
from a truck parked at the
Murray-Calloway ('ounty
Fairgrounds last night between
9:45 and 10 p.m., according to the
report to the Murray Police
Department at 11:19 p.m.
Tuesday..
James Harwell, salesman for
Sonic Tire Center, Highway 45 N.,
Henderson, Tenn., said the tires
were stolen from his commercial
truck.
Stolen were four Super. Speed
F70x14, three Super Speed G70x14,
Gold Sonic H78x14. four Gold
Sonic G78x15, and two Gold Sonic
H78x15, according to the police
report.
Another theft at the
fairgrounds was reported to the
Murray Police Department at
midnight Tuesday. Jimmy
Russell of Benton Route Five Said
INJURED TUESDAY
Allen McCallum, age five, of
Murray Route Three was treated
for a laceration to the forehead on
Tuesday at 3:15 p.m. at the
emergency room of the Murray-
Ca1loe/0 taionly tiosPital. Het
was injured in a fall from a
bicycle.
PEE KITTENS
Two kittens, two months old.
are tree to persons for pets.
For information call 753-5824.
an eight track automatic radio
tze5e player was stolen from his
1966 Chevelle while it was parked
at the fairgrounds between nine
and eleven p.m., the police report
said.
Mr. and Mrs. Hines,
Mr. and Mrs. Tucker
Attend SAR Meeting
Mr. and Mrs. CharlesHiniVs and
Mr. and Mrs. Brown Tucker
attended the states meeting of the
Kentucky Society of the Sons of
the American Revolution which
was held in Bowling Green last
Saturday. Mr. Hines installed the
new officers of the Bowling
Green chapter. Plans were made
at this state meeting to hold the
next statewide meeting here in
Murray on September 26 at the
Holiday Inn. Tours of historic
sites were provided for the ladies.
Dr. J. B. Moore is president of
the Kentucky Society.
tie between the state and the
local health departments"
Mr. Cooper considers this a
distinct honor and privilege
for the Commissioner to meet
with these two counties.
Dr McElwain is a liettve of
Bowling Green and graduated
from Murray State University.
He received the M. D degree
from the University of Louis-
ville and the M. P. H. degree
(Masters in Public Health) from
Johns Hopkins University, Bal-
timore Before becoming Act-
ing Commissioner, Dr. McEl-
wain served as Director of Lo-
cal l74th Services, with the
State rtment of Health.
Prior tdthis he served as as-
sociate rector of the Lexing-
ton-Fayette County Health De-
partment and worked in the
Public Health Service for eight





Two men from Calloway Co-
unty were inducted into the
United States Army in the
July draft call, according to
Mrs. Gussie Adams, executive
secretary of Local Board No
10-af the Selective Service.
The men were Charles 0.
Paschall, Jr., and Ronald -L.
Colson_ Beth were sworn in at
Nashville. Tenn., and sent to
Fort Campbell for ;bate train-
ing.
Seven transfers were also
sent inJuly call for pre-physical
examinations.
Mrs. Adams has announced
that the local board office lo-
cated in the Postoffice build-
ing will be closed all next
' week. July 20-24 while she is
on vacation
MAYFIELD GUESTS
Dr. Hugh Oakley and Dr
George Oakley attended the.
meeting of the Mayfield Rotary
Club held Monday night. John
Vaug n, raves oii-ay
wa,s speaker.PAEOC MEET CHANGED
The meeting of the Board of
Directors. of the PAEOC, orig-
inally announced for the City
Hall in Paducah has been chinn-
ed to thl Cottle House in
&teak -The date add 11616
the meeting are' unchanged
Now You Know
By United Press International
The player piano was invent-
ed in 1891 by U.S. engineer E.
Votey , •
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TIMES FILE
The members of Local 1068 United Automobile Workers of
America AFL-CIO voted today to reject the contract offer of the
Murray Manufacturing Company. Pat Coleman is president of the
union.
The Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association will hold
open house and dedicate their new ultra modern building on August
2.
Mrs. Bettie Finney, age 89, died yesterday at her home in New
Concord.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wyman and family are leaving this weekend
for Thelford. Vermont to spend several days vacation.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TIMES FILE
The First (lu-isttan Church in Murray, built in 1904, is undergoing
the first extensive-repair program since the originalstructure Was
built, according to Rev. Robert Jarman, pastor.
An- estimated 1,500 persons were present at the annual F
Bureau picnic. The county membership includes 1,800 persons.
The annual Cunningham reunion was held July 8 at Pete Lite
Springs in Trigg County.
Misses Lydia Weiging, Regina Suter, Beatrice Frye, and Lillian
Hollowell are attending the state AAUVi workshop meeting at
Mammoth Cave.
Bible Thought for Today
Hope deferred maketh the heart sick. —Proverbs 13:12.
We mortals want immediate response to our prayers and hopes.Patience b.* in a  virtue as faith is.
ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Wednesday, July 15.
the 196th day of 1970 with 169 to
follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning star is Saturn.
The evening stars are Mer-
cuy, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
On this date in history:
In 1912 the United States, led
by all-round athlete Jim
Thorpe, won the Oympic
Games.
In 1942 Americans in Eastern
cities were faced with the first
serious meat shortage of World
War II.
In 1945 Italy declared war on
its former Axis partner, Japan.
In 1964 Sen. Barry Goldwater
was nominated for the Republi-
can Presidential Ticket. He was
defeated in November by
Lyndon Johnson.
A thought for the day: British
biologist Thomas Henry Huxley
said; "For every man the
world is as fresh as it was at
the first day, and as full of
untold novelties for him who
has the eyes to see them."
Martin Sweig (above sus-
pended chief administrative
aide to House Speaker John
W. McCormack, is acquitted
of five perjury counts and
on the charge of conspiring
to misuse the speaker's of-
fice for his personal gain.
I-fowever, the New York
jury found him guilty on a
single count of perlury
There are 20 species (if pie.
ket mouse but the tiny rodent
has never beep seen t slat of the
Missisippi River.
CATV Holds Promise of
New And Better Things
The Wes will be, expert.
say, "the era of communica-
tions." The biggest upstart
movement in that field now is
cable television., which could
bring 40 or more channels to
the home with programming
ranging from network specials
an ad mom tne butcher down
the block for choke sirloin that
the housewife could order on
another channel of her home
communications center, provid-
ed by the same cable. Here is a
do more than merely shift 'the
content of broadcast television
onto wires, and at a price. We
will not be moved to much
excatnent by program origina-
tors hustling for the same piece
of pie now shared by TV
broadcast stations—using the
same program sources, smile
advertisers, seeking the same
mass audience."
Almost all systems answering
a nationwide UPI survey on the
subject thought local news and
look at the Present state a information would play an
oncoming CATV and its pound- important part in program
lities.t riginating.
This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxilayers. The column -answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q) i don't think the agent
who examined my return was
right in disallowing a lot of my
deductions. Is there anyone
else at IRS I can talk to about
this?
A) You may request • dis-
trict conference to discuss the
disputed deductions. The way
to do this is described on the
notice you received explaining
the proposed adjustments in
your tax.
The conference provides you
with an independent review of
the items in question since the
person representing IRS at
the coVerence is independent
of the office that examined
your return.
Q) My boss stopped taking
social security tat- from my
Pay. Why?
A Employers are required
to withhold social security
taxes on the first $7,800 in
wages paid during the calen-
dar year tu_sach employe.. In
your case, that requirement
has evidently been met.
Q) My son is putting aside
his earnings from a summer
job to pay for college. Do I
'count these earnings when I
figure his total support?
A) The earnings are in-
cluded for support purposes
in the year they are spent for
that purl:lose. If he spends the
money this tear then they
have to be taken into accousit
in computing total support
when you file your 1970 re-
turn.
To meet the support test,
you must provide over one-
half the cost of providing your
son's food, shelter, clothing,
medical and dental care. Edu-
cational expenses are also in-
cluded.
Q) I'm selling my house and
moving into • retirement com-
munity. Will I have to pay tax
on the profit I made?
A) Any gain on the sale of
property is usually taxable.
However, you can postpone the
tax on the sale of a personal
residence if another la bought
within a year before or after
the sale at a price at least
equal to the "adjusted sales
price" of the old 
-If'you oia are 65 before the
date of the sale, you may
avoid paying tax,cm the prats
from a home sale altogether.
To do this, the house must
have been owned and used as
your principal residence for
five of the past eight years
and the "adjusted sales price"
he $20,000 or less. When the
"adjusted sales price" is over
$20,000, only a portion of the
profit vtill,be taxable.
Q) Has there been any rate
change on the highway use
tax?
A ) No. It is still $3 per 1000
pounds or fraction thereof for
trucks with a taxable gross
winWht of over 26,000 pounds.
-itl) Is there any tax differ-
ent* between alimony and
child support payments?
A) Yes, alimony payments
are taxable to the person who
receives them and deductible
by those who pay them. Child
payments are neither taxable
nor deductible, but should be
counted in total support for
determTni4 WE-6 ii efillitertO
claim the child as a dependent.
• st*-i4vosv
CALLS POI NEW PitaltIOUsbi—U.N. Secretary General U Thant calls for a -new patriotism
the patiiotient of man--as he talks to Ambasearior Riehard M Akwel of Ghahn ()eft
rraneoie Pouliot right I rattle World Youth Assembly it the I; N. livdquarteris in
, New York.  pelegatcs from 11.11 nations ate theie.
By H. D. QuIgg
NEW YORK (UPI) --At the
age of 21, cable television is
making the transition from a
country-lane adjunct to a main
highway of communications.
The decade promises a commu-
nications-information revolu-
tion.
In addition to seeing the
opportunity for unparalleled
service in the coming of the
cable, many are eyeing a
growing pot of gold.
Business Week, noting that
the average subscriber pays
a year, that operating expenses
rarely exceed hall of that,
concluded: "Depending on
amortization policy, the compa-
ny has potential for pretax
profit of $30 per subscriber—
which is good business indeed."
Standing before the 19th
annual National Cable Televi-
sion Association (NCTA) Con-
vention on June 8, its president,
Donald V. Taverner, said that
"we are ready to become the
fourth dimension in communi-
cations." The other three: The
printed word, radio, and over-
the-air - -
Not long before that, an
article by Dean Burch, chair-
'flan or the redeem -Ctitilinuni-
cations Commission, had said:
"When something has arrived,
it's arrived. If it's ready,
people should have it
Are Going to Get It
In the present governmental
climate, the people are going to
get it. The FCC in a wide-
ranging report June 25 pro-
posed that cable systems be
allowed to import signals from
other viewing areas into any
of the 100 top markets—which
comprise 90 per cent of the
country's population
With the blessing of President
Nixon, the Sloan Foundation on
 June 10 granted $500,000. to
create a commission on cable
communications to find ..how
they can be used in cities for
health, welfare, employment,
.community development tc
Make sure cable TV does not
suffer a technological "freeze,"
to—as Nixon said—"illuminate
the tremendous Potentialities.. "
Addressing the NCTA Con-
vention, Burch said technical
standards must '.assure the
possibility of interconnection of
systems through microwave or
satellite communications." This
would be the long foreseen
"wired country" with home
castmunications centers using
the multiple-channel services of
television cable
Armchair shopping, dial-a-
sirloin, soapbox channels for
politicians and community acti-
vists, video telephones, burglar
and fire alarm channels
advertising on almost a block-
by-block basis, meter reading,
newspapers and billing—even
mail—by facsimile in the living
room, medical diagnosis, ter-
minals hooked to computers.
These and much more are
promised. You'll pay extra to
get each one, probably
Irving B. Kahn, the enthusias-
tic and enterprising head of
Teleprompter Corp., which will
soon have .systems in 27 states
from Honolulu, Hawaii. to
Horseheads. N.Y. and Manhat-
tan), believes that within five
years 85 per cent of the 60
million American television
homes will be on cable
Works. with Hospital
Kahn is working with a large
Eastern hospital in testing
j;iniSibiTiry of wiringhomes with
the capability of diagnosing
illnesses.
He thinks the coming two-
 way systems open a greater
opportunity for education than
anything since television itself.
The New York Times reports
that one major school system
in the East believes it alone
could use to advantage 40 cable
TV charities.
The FCC, in a move to fos
added diversity of choic
televising and have ('ATV
as an outlet for local xpres-
mon, has ruled that
April 1 all CATV'






originate programMing as well
as pick it up in* over-the-air
stations "Operate to a signifi-
cant extent av a local outlet,"
putting pr rams right on the
is the walitirc yh put it .la 
cable. ;
It did/ not say how .many
hour exactly what type of
local programming Rut Burch
told he convention the FCC
an4"Congress would he w a 1! ng
CATV "to prove that it will
CONFMENT--Datona•--Slaesa-
tary Melmin Laird tells re-
porters in Washington he is
confident that Russia and
the U.S. can reach agree-
ment at the strategic arms
limitation talks in Vienjaa
even though the Soviet 'Un-
ion has gone ahead with in-
tercontinental mlabile de-
ployment and Use huge SS9.
Gulf Of Tonkin Resolution
Involved A Special Irony
,BEST SELLERS
 (up') 
a—sue by rablisik.ra' waaabl,
Pletlee
LONE STORY - Erich Segal
DELIVERANCE - James rhckey
THE FRENCH LIEUTENANT'S
WOMAN -John Fov.lc:.
GREAT LION OF GOD.
Taylor Caldwell
LOSING BATTLE • Eudora Reit!,
TRAVELS WITH MY A UNT
Graham Greene
THE VALUE OF NOTHING -
John Weitz
THE GANG THAT COULD'NT
SHOOT STRAIGHT -
jimmy Breslin
MR. SANBILER'S PLANET -
Saul Bellow
THE GOT* ATHER -
Nonfiction
y
Ut TfIE ORGANIZATION -
- • Robert Townsend
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
• WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT









TAIPEI (UPI) — Nationalist
Chinese police, successfully
combating hippie influence
among Chinese youngsters, are
now turning their attention to
long-haired men tourists and
short-skirted women visitors.
More than 500 Chinese with
long hair or short skirts have
Deen arrested on "disorderly
conduct" charges. All were
released after a haircut or a
severe talking-to.
Men tourists with long hair or
beards are given a "welcome"
card, advising them to use
scissors while in Taiwan. Police
at air and sea entry ports also
try to "dissaude" women
visitors from wearing "scanty
apparel."
Shaggy Dog Welcome
The "shaggy dog" welcome
card for hairy tourists says, in
Chinese and English, 'Welcome
to the Republic of China."
The other side adds a rider,
however:
"No long hair or long beard
please!
"You are welcome to the
Republic of China.
"Here you will find the people
most friendly and honest. •
"While you, are here, we
would like to offer you our
warm friendship and make
your visit a happy one. But we
also flaope that you will not wear,
your hair or beard unusu"
ong when you enter our
country, as we are anxious to
maintain our good custom."
Refused Entry
Though police won't say if
they'll forcibly shave and cut
the hair of uncooperative
visitors, a half-dozen sailors
aboard foreign ships calling at
the southern port of Kaohsiung
in the past two weeks were
refused admittance to the
country until they were tidied
up.
Authorities started the cam-
paign against hippie hair-dos
and dresses on grounds that
such frivolity is unsuitable for
Taiwan, which still is an a war
footing.
Women visitors will be
advised that clothes which
"may set people on all eyes"
should not be worn. A police
spokesman said skirts should
not be too short, and "the
common rule to follow is that
no apparel that bares too much
of one's body should be worn."
MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS -
. Antonia Fraser
THE SENSUOUS WOMAN - "J';fi
THE NEW ENGLISH BIBLE.
Oxford University Press and
Carnbridse University Pose
L British troops guard the funeral pro-
Pla1,111. Cathsgfrs_.4.0
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By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
The Gulf of Tonkin Resolution
passed by Congress on Aug. 7,
1964, gave President Lyndon B.
Johnson the right to dictate the
role the United States would
play in the war in Vietnam.
It was not the first time an
\-nerican President had re-
ce ed such arbitrary powers to
a... in the United States interest
in Asia.
But it involved a special irony
because in the years since
World War II, U.S. leaders
never have agreed on where
U.S. vital interests began or
ended in Asia, and the result
has meant confusion not only to
Americans at home but also to
friend and foe abroad.
This dispatch is being written
because an Indiana editor noted
that many young voters going
to the polls in coming elections
will be those who were still in
polo shirts and pigtails wben
the Vietnam action started and
may not know its background.
It was on Jan. 24, 1955, that
President Dwight D. Eisenhow-
er asked Congresaito authorize
in advance any military mea-
sures he might take outside
Formosa and the Pescadores in
defense < of the Nationalist
Chinese on Formosa, presuma-




He received the requested
authority five days later.
Cvngress passed the Gulf
Tonkitt Resolution in 1964 after
a report on Aug. 2 that North
Vietnamese PT boats had
attacked a U.S. destroyer in
international waters 30 miles
off the coast of North Vietnam.
The resolution, with only two
dissenting votes, assured the
President of full support "for
all necessary measures" he
might have to take to protect
U.S. armed forces in Southeast
Asia and approving in advance
"all necessary steps, including
the use of armed force" to
assist any member of the
Southeast Asia Treaty Organi-
zation that- might request nein..
Congress thus abrogated its
dvin responsibility and moved
to regain it only years later  
under the pressure of massive
public protest against a war
that has dragged on longer than
any other in which the United
Statea has been involved and
with a casualty list higher than
that suffered during the war in
Korea.
U.S. Expands Treaties
The war in Korea began in
June 1950 at the start of a
decade. which was to Ipe the
United States expand its
bilateral treaties to most of the
nations of the free world and to
press its campaign of contain-
ment against the Soviet Union
and Red China in a series of
regional treaties circling the
globe.
It also was a decade in which
Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles could thunder that
"neutrality. . . has increasingly
become an obsolete conception
and, except under very excep-
tional circumstances, it is an
immoral and shortsighted con-
ception."
It is noteworthy that on Jan.
12, 1950, Secretary of State
Dean Acheson delivered a
speech before the National
Press' Club in Washington in
which he outlined what he
described as the U.S. defense
perimeter in the Pacific. It
included Japan, Okinawa and
the Philippines. It did not
include South Korea or Formo-
sa.
The State Department alrea-
dy had decided Formosa would
11 .. to the— extsimuntsts;
would, it believed, Southeast
Asia.
Overnight President Harry S
Truman reversed the policy
when, without consulting Con-




claims defense and- spa
contractors overcharged the
government more than $31
million in the 12 months ended
June 30.
The renegotiation board said
jts findings for fiscal 1970 were
50 per cent more than the
excessive profits it had discov-
ered during the previous fiscal
year and was the largest
amount determined since 1960.
-
GODTH A lt. reenl aria
(UPI)—Greenland fishemien
have been through their worst
saaiiiisi in memory. The f-aht.h
will 40 per vein invatIethatria4






me defense of South Korea and
quarantined Formosa against
the Communists.
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The Deadliest Man Alive
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WI1R°seams' Cin, Chi 885 3
Amierican .1G
F.Rbnsn, Bal 73 2
Johnsn, Cal 86 3
Oliva, Min 793
KlIbrw, Min 81 2
Powell, Bal 87 3
White, NY 85 3
Tovar, Min 823

































The Giants beat t
and the Tigers blast
13-4 in action at the
field last night.
In the first gami
picked up two runs
the first inning am
behind for the rest
The Pirates only
.the third inning ar
-third tally was s(




up 13 runs and held
only 4 to take the. y
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To Meet In Garden
-•
NEW YORK iUP1)-Eiiiiile
Griffith and Dick Tiger, two of
boxing's most durable perfor-
mers, will be on exhibit tonight
in a 10-round bout at Madison
Square Garden.
Between them, Griffith and
Tiger have 30 years of
professional boxing experience
and eight world titles. Griffith,
Major League
Leaders
By United Press International
National League
G. AB R. H. Pct.
Carty, Ali 83 299 65 109 .365
Perez, an 88 329 66 177 .356
Clinnte, Pit 72 279 38 99.355
Grbkwtz, LA 83 279 54 95 .341
Dietz, SF 76 264 45 89 .337
Hickmn, Chi 80 275 57 92 .335
Stunsky, NY 66 229 28 75 .328
Gaston, SD 84 337 50 110 .326
Rose, an 88 356- 67 115 .323
Wllams, Chi 85 341 78 108 .317
Amlerican League
G. AS R. H. Pct.
F.Rbnsn, Bal 73 273 54 90 .330
Jolansn, Cal 86 341 46 112 .328
Oliva, Min 79 327 58 107 .327
KlIbrw, Min 81 276 55 19 .322
Powell, Bal 87 306 53 98 .320
White, NY 85 329 61 105 .319
Toyer, Min 62 334 71 105 .314
Aprcio, Chi 83 326 58 10.2 .313
Pinlla, KC 69 246 26 77 .313
Fosse, Cle 78 292 42 91 .312
Home Runs
National League: Perez, On
29; Bench, Cin 28; Williams,
Chi 26; Allen, St.l, 25; H.
Aaron, Atl 24.
American League: Killebrew,
Minn 26; Howard, Wash 24;
Powell, Bait 23; Yastezemski,
Bos 21; five tied with 17.
Runs Batted In
National League: Perez, Gin
90; Williams. Chi 80; Bench,
Oia 79c Dietz. SF .774, Carty. Atl,
74.
American League: Powell,
Balt 73; Killebrew, Minn 72;
Howard, Wash 67; Horton, Det
and Oliva, Minn 63.
Pitching
National League: Seaver, NY
14-5; Merritt, an 14-7; Simp-
son, Gin 13-1; Perry, SF 13-8;
Gibson, St.I, 12-4.
American League: McDowell,
Clev 13-4; Perry, Minn and
Hunter, Oak 13-7; McNally and





The Giants beat the Pirates 3-1
and the Tigers blasted the Braves
13-4 in action at the Colt League
field last night.
In the first game, the Giants
picked up two rims in the top of
the first inning and were never
behind for the rest of the game.
The Pirates only run came in
the third inning and the Giants
,third tally was scored in the
seventh.
A slugging duel closed out the
night's activities, with the two
teams pounding out 17 hits
combined, but the Tigers picked
up 13 runs and held the Braves to
only 4 to take the win.
The game was higiiiited by
Tiger first baseman, Charlie
Robinson's, two run homer in the
third inning. The blast carried
over the fence on the right field
line and crashed into the Park
League screen.
who began ins career in 1958,
held the welterweight title three
times and was the middle-
weight title twice, and Tiger,
who started in 1952, was the
middleweight champ twice be-
fore becoming light -hea-
vyweight king.
Back in 1966, Griffith took the
middleweight title away from
Tiger on a disputed 15-round
decision.
"He ran for 15 rounds and
they gave him the decision,"
says Tiger, who is a month
away from his 41st birthday.
"And the reason he won the
decision was that the referee
said I was knocked down once
when I slipped."
It will mark the first fight
this year for Tiger, a Nigerian
with 61 victories against 16
losses and three draws. The 32-
year-old Griffith this year has
defeated three leading middle-
weight contenders-Andy Ken-
dall, Carlos Mark and Tom
Bogs-to run his reeved to 63-
11. -
The bout was originally
supposed to be held in March,
but it had to bew postponed when
Tiger injured himself during
training.
College All-Stars





satellite tournament, called the
Sea Pines Open, was addd
Tuesday to the golf action
scheduled for the last week in
November at Hilton Head
Island, S.C.
Joseph C. Dey Jr., commis-
sioner of the PGA Toernament
Players Division, said the Nov.
25-2 Sea Pines event will be
held in conjunction with the
previously scheduled $100,000
Heritage golf classic at that
site on Nov. 26-29. The
Heritage, now an invitational
event with a field of 100, will be
staged at Harbour Town Golf
Links and the Sea Pine at the
Ocean Course.
This is the second dual
tournament sponsorship on the
PGA tour this year. Earlier,
the $150,000 Florida Citrus
Invitational was held together
with the 235,000 Florida Citrus
Open invitational.
Invitations to the Heritage
are based on past and current
performances. An 18-hole quali-
fying round is the exception as
the five lowest scorers move on
to this prestige event. Others in
the qualifying round can earn
berths in the 132-man satellite
tourney.
Arnold Palmer won the first
Heritage classic last „year on
the first major tournament
course designed by British
Open champion Jack Nicklaus
and Pete Dye.
Junior Golf Held
At Oaks On Tuesday
Junior golf was held at the
Oaks Country Club on Tuesday
with tee off time at nine a.m.
LWie Mae Johnson is junior golf
chairman.
Winners were Don Henry, low
70's, Mark Homra, low 60's,
Kevin Lawson, low 50's, Allen
'Mr b'n d:- 2,;1'17 Kim
Trevathan, low on No. 7, Larry
Watkins, most balls in pond, Tim
Wallen, most golf, Allen Smith,
low putts, and Ken Ray dams,
low on No. 4.
The next junior golf day will be
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Teeny Weeny Home
Furnished with special doll-sized furniture
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coal has been thrown on the
fire in the current dispute
between the National Football
League Players Association and
the 26 NFL club owners.
John Mackey, tight end for
the Baltimore Colts and pres-
ident of the players association,
disclosed Tuesday night that at
the request of the association,
the College All Stars currently
In training at Evanston, Ill.,
voted unanimously to leave
their training camp pending the
outcome of the dispute.
The players association is
asking for a pay increase for
exhibition games, more pension
benefits and other contract
improvements. Until their de-
mands are met, the association
has asked its members not to
report to their training camps.
The annual All-Star game,
between last year's Super Bowl
champion (the Kansas City
Chiefs) and the top players
from last year's college ranks
who were drafted by NFL




FULTON, Ky. - Betty Vowel'
of Fulton won the third Tri-State
Ladies Golf Tournament Tues-
day with a 40-40-80 in the
championship flight. The tour-
ney was played over the Fulton
Country Club.
First flight competition saw
Betty Lou Thomas. also of Ful-
ton, win with an 89, and Alberta
Green made it three straight for
the host city with a 96 to top
everyone in the second -flight.
Mayfield's Ha Wylie took the
third flight with a 100.
The fourth Tri-State meet will
be held at Paducah's Paxton
Park Aug. 26-26.
The top livefinishers in each
flight:
CHAMPIONSHIP- Betty Vowell. Ful-
ton. 40-40-40. Sue Byrn, Fulton 41-
41-84, Eleanor Griffin. Paducah Pax-
ton Park. 43-40-83. Zane Taylor. Ful-
ton, 47-43-90; Ann Hoffman, 16.911-
field. 4.146-91.
FIRST FLIGHT Betty Lou Thomas.
Fulton, 46-44-65, Venetia Sexton. Cal-
loway Country Club. Murray, 4746-
92, Frances Hulse, Calloway. WO--
DC Batty Wade, Fulton. 47.44-IS,-
Sandy Weintraub. Mayfield, 46-47-96,
SECOND FLIGHT. Alberta Green.
Fulton. 46-47.-94; Ann Mahan, Fulton,
90-49-49, Dorothy Graves. Fulton, 94
96-100, Helen Glover. Mayfield. 49-
91-100, Mary DeMeyer. Fulton. 524
49-101. Louise Toler. blayfiald. 48-
33-101
THIRD FLIGHT Dia Wylie. Mayfield.
5446-104 Terry Kephart, Fulton, SI-
56-106. Max West, Cape Girardeau.
9246-107, Hilda Swisher. Pith.-
rat,. 13-57-110; Charlotte Boyd, May-
field. 96-53-111
National League Wins All
Star Game In Last Of 12th
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
UPI Sports Editor
CINCINNATI (UPI) -Did
Pete Rose, baseball's peppery
"Charley Hustle," win the All-
Star game with a brilliant, bold
PlaY7
Or, by driving headfirst into
young catcher Ray Fosse and
dumping him sprawling at
home plate *to score the
winning, 12th-inning run in the
National League's 5-4 triumph,
did Rose risk serious injury to
both Fosse and himself unne-
cessarily?




By United Press International
National League
East
W. L. Pct. GB
Pittsburgh 50 39 .562 ...
New York 47 39 .547 1;4
Chicago 43 42 .506 5
St. Louis 39 47 .453 91/2
Philadelphia 36 49 .424 12
Montreal 37 51 .420 121/
West
W. L. Pct. GB
Cincinnati 62 26 .705 ...
Los Angeles 51 35 .593 10
Atlanta 42 44 .488 19
San Francisco 41 44 .482 191:2
Houston 37 51 .420 25




444.. 1-AL 4, 12 innings
Wednesday's Games
(No games scheduled) .
: Thursday's Games
Cinci at Pitts, night
Atlanta at St. Louis, night
Chicago at Houston, night
New York at Los Mg, night





Baltimore 54 33 .621
Detroit 47 38 .553
New York__ _ 46 39 .541
Boston_ ') 44 41 .518
Washington 40 48 .455
Cleveland 38 48 .442
West
W. L. Pct,
Minnesota 54 28 .659
California 51 55 .595
Oakland 47 40 .540
Kansas City 33 52 388
Milwaukee 32 57 .360









Cleve at Kan City, night
Detroit at Chicago, night
Minn at Bait, night
Calif at Wash, night

















Rose, Cincinnati's little dyna-
mo, and Sam McDowell,
Cleveland's big pitcher, are
friends.
When you ask Pete Rose
what kind of friends he says,
"good friends," and when you
ask Sam McDowell, he goes
even further and says,. "very
good friends."
On Monday night, the night+
before the All-Star game, one of
the big commercial concerns
held a get-together for a lot of
the players and when the affair
was over, Pete Rose invited his
friend Sam McDowell to his
home here.
McDowell wanted to know if
it was okay to bring his buddy,
Ray Fosse, the Cleveland
catcher making his first
appearance in an All-Star
game, and Pete Rose said,
"Sure Sam, bring him along."
Fosse All EXcited
Ray Fosse, 23, and all excited
about being part of the All-Star
scene, accompanied Sam Mc-
dowell to Pete Rose's and
everyone had a great time.
McDowell wound up playing the
guitar, Rose sort of sang along
and FosIe sat around eating up
the whole thing.
The three had such a fine
time that it got to be half past
one in the morning before they
realized it. '-
Rose drove McDowell and
Fosse back to the hotel and
there wasn't the slightest :doubt
what kind of impression Rose
had made on Fosse. The young
Cleveland catcher liked Rose
immediately. Why not? Hadn't
he welcomed him into his home
and showed him a great
evening?
Then came the All-Star game
Tuesday night and you know
how that came out. Jim
Hickman singled with two on
and two out in the 12th and
Pete Rose, who was on second
base, scored the run that gave
the National League a 5-4
victory by barreling into Ray
Fosse- and knoeir.ing hihr '
over teakettle.
Doesn't Blame Rose
Fosse did not blame Rose. N()
Completely. anyway.
"He didn't mean it," Fosse
Mid. "You got to give him
credit for trying to score
never got hit like that before
dunno, I thought I gave him
some room to get past. Maybe
he should've gone around me."
Rose insisted he couldn't
"I saw I couldn't slide so I
just ran into him," he said "I
certainly don't want to hurt
anybody. You know how I Play
though. I always play to win."
Pete Rose can say that again.




ftrulltreh of au; 908 Clio
(ubsAturned 1n eu oi
taoul if SI ing 'vett • Kit,
aia.cs of loew1nill histon
Sept. :51, I14111t when he' pa.). ,)
54) dna :1-11
%it-tilt,' direr ihr Ilrooldco
front of the plate," explained
Rose. "If I slid in there, I could
have broken both legs. If I slid
head first, I could have broken
my neck."
"I know he didn't mean it,"
said Fosse, "but who knows?
Maybe he should have run
around me."
The big play happened with
two out in the last half of the
12th inning, three innings after
the National League had rallied
with three runs in the last half
of the ninth inning to send the
game into extra innings.
Frustrated AU Night
Rose, who had been frustrat-
ed all night like other members
of the Cincinnati Reds before a
hometown crowd of 51,338 that
included President Nixon, final-
ly broke through with a single.
Bill Grabarkewitz of the Los
Angeles Dodgers also singled,
and Rose went to second.
Then Jim Hickman of the
Chicago Cubs laced a pitch by
Clyde Wright of the California
Angels into center field for a







Bickinaur one of the.. original
Mets, is a guy who always
seems destined to be ofone
life's losers.
But he was a winner Tuesday
night in the finest moment of
his long and eheckered career.
He singled in the winning run of
the 41st All-Star game in the
12th inning to give the National
League a 5-4 victory over the
American League.
Of course, it's only natural
that Hickman was robbed of
the limelight by Pete Rose's
controversial sprawl into catch-
er Ray Fosse at •home plate.
Long after the fans forget lrho
singled Rose in, they'll'. be
debating Rose's play at the
• Hickman, though, will always
remember the hit.
"I was so nervous," he said
after the game,-"you have' no
idea."
He popped out and struck out
twice in his three previous
appearances after replacing
Rico Carty before he got the
chance to win the game in the
12th  
"I know I looked bad when
struck out but I was just
jumping at the ball. I've never
been so nervous and I guess I
showed it. I've never played in
a game like this before. When
Gil (Hodges) came down and
told me I was going in, I didn't
know what to do."
He seemed almost in a state
of shock as he aCcepted
congratulations after the, game.
The All-Star game gave
Hickman one of his few
opportunities to be on a real
winner. He was the last of the
original Mets to leave that
team-but naturally he was
traded away to the Dodgers in
1967 before the Mets became
winners. In 1968 he was trade
to the Cubs and he thought he
was gaing to get his chance to
be on a pennant winner last
year-but the Cubs lost out to
the Mets in the final three
weeks.
But Hickman, now 33, wiped
out a lot of the past frustration
with a line single to center in
the 12th inning Tuesday night.
Hustle" around third base
headed -for the plate and here
came the throw from center




Instead of sliding, Rose
lowered his head and charged
into Fosse in a collision -that
would have done credit to a pro
football line smasher.
Both men wound up hurt
Fosse going to Christ Hospita
for X-rays of his right shoulder
and Rose nursing an injure
knee. BW Carroll, Reds
trainer, said it would,. be 24 
hours before he would knowST. LOUIS, Mo. (UPII-i
whether Rose would be side.
Larry Stegent, the St. Louis 
lined for a while.football Cardinals' No. 1 draft
choice this year, will be out o The hospital report
ed that
Faction for five or six weeks osse had suffe
red "no frac-
ture, no dislocation-just a badbecause of a knee injury
suffered in practice for the brInse•"
College All-Star game, the club Weav
er Deeply Disappointed
announced 'fuesday. Earl
 Weaver, deeply disap-
pointed Baltimore manager whoStegent will miss the All-Star
_ piloted the AL team, said hegame against the Super Bowl
champion Kansas City Chiefs, thought Rose "h
ad the throw
Aug. 7, and will not be able to beaten anYway•"
work out at the Cardinals' Lake Whether the collision was
Forest, fll., training camp, a necessary or not, it capped an
team spokesman said. extremely painful loss for the
The 6-1, 200-pound running AL which now has lost eight
back suffered "a partial tear of straight midsummer classics.
This was a game they had alla ligament in his right "knee,"
according to Dr. Fred Rey- but won, carrying a 4-1 le
ad
nolds, who examined him Into the last half of the ninth
Tuesday. Reynolds said the inning. Fosse had scored one
-tibia collateral- ligament lo- run in the sixth inni
ng on a
cated on the outside of the knee single by Carl Yastrzemski and
would not require surgery, driven in another with a
Stegent injured the knee sacrifice fly in the seventh, and
BMonday when Mike McCoy, of rooks Robinson had tripled
Notre Dame, fell on him during home two runs in the eighth.
practice. Jim Hunter of Oakland went in
ae
1
RAH RA!-Thor Heyerdah/ '(center), Norwegian-
explorer, is reunited with his family aboard his reed
vessel Ra at Bridgetown, Barbados, after crossing
the Atlantic from Morocco in 57 days. He and his
crew made the voyage to prove that the Egyptians
could have done it 3,500 years before Columbus.
With Heyerdahl are (from left) Bettina, wife
Yvonne, Annette and Marian. (Radiophoto)
to pitch the ninth for the AL and
gave up three hits-all of which
were turned into runs. Dick Diets
of the Giants touched it off with a
homer. Willie McCovey drove in
one run with a single and Roberto
Clemente delivered the typing
run with a sacrifice fly.
Yastrzemski, who had three
singles and a double to become
only the third man in history to
get four hits in an All-Star
game won the "Most Valuable
Player" trophy.
"It was richly deserved,"
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn told Yastrzeinski.
"I wish it could have been a
winning cause," said Yaz.
It's a yearly wish with the
kL. •
All-Star Results
By United Press International
412 Innings)
AL All-Stars
400 001 120 000- 4 12 0
NL ApStars
000 000 103 001- 5 10 0
Palmer, McDowell (4), Parry,
(7), Hunter (9), Peterson
Stottlemyre (9), Wright (11)
and Freehan, Fosse (5);
Seaver, Merritt (4), Perry (6),
Gibson (8), Osteen (10) and.





Coach Rink Stram of the world
champion Kansas City Chiefs
announced Tuesday the signing
of Doug Holcomb, the son of
Stu Holcomb, a former coach at
Purdue who coached Stram and
Len Dawson, the Chiefs' No. 1
quarterback.
Young Holcomb, also a
signal-caller, stands 6-2, weighs
205 pounds and is from Lake
Orian, Mich. He played his
collegiate ball at Purdue under
the direction of his father.
Kansas City, opens spring
training Wednesday at William




PITTSBCR.CH (UPI) - Maxi
carey of the Pittsburffi Pirates,
led the National League in




West Ky. Rural Telephone Coop.
Will Be Held
Saturday, July 18-10 A.M.
At
Mayfield-Graves County Fairgrounds
* FREE DOOR PRIZES *
*FREE BAR-B-Q LUNCH SERVED AT NOON
* ENTERTAINMENT BEFORE BUSINESS SESSION
*ALL MEMBERS ARE URGED TO ATTEND
************************************
,*Have Fun at- the Murray-Canoway
COUNTY FAIR
JAYCEE FAIRGROUNDS, COLDWER ROAD
WEDNESDAY, JULY 15, 19-70:--
10:00 a.m. HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN CATTLE SHOWS





The ladies day luncheon will
be served at 1215 p. se. at the '
Oaks Country Club with Mes-
dames Paul Dailey, Jr., Dean
Huniphrim, W. C. Meisel, Bob
Cook, Herrin Hopkins, In Lee
Story, Jas. C. Whita Anal
Bell, Robert Hopkins, Earl
Doodles, Richard Smith, John
A. White, William ElIdor, And
Mickey Boggess as hostesses.
• • •
The Ma Grove Baptist Chun
eh WM8 will meet for the
mission study program at the
church' et 7:30 p. in. Mrs. W. A.
Farmer will be the leader.
• • •
The Newcomers Bridge will
meet at the Student Union
Building at 7:30 p.m. If you




The Business and Profeadon-
al Women's Club will meet at
the Murray Woman's Club
House at 6:30 p.
• • •
Temple Hill Chapter No. 1511
Order of the Eastern Star wiR




The Wailing Wives Club will
meet at the home of Renee
Murray, Shady Oaks Trailer
Court, at seven p.m. For infor-
mation call 753-2034 after six
p.m.
•• • •
A shower for Mrs. Dorothy
Esker, Jeff Faker, and Mrs.
Ethel Humphreys who kat all
the contents of their home by
fire will be held at 510 South
Sixth Street at seven p. m
• • •
Monday, July 20
The Women's Association of
the rim! Presbyterian Church
will haves potluck luncheon at
the church at 12:30 p. m. The
program will be presented by
Sam Paulus, a MSU student
from India.
THE LEDGER
To Be Married August 7
Miss Glenda Mae Pace
The engag,ement and approaching marriage of Miss Glenda Mae
Pace to Bruce Duane Wolfe, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hal Wolfe. 407 North
feet, Mt. Vernon, Ill., has been announced by the bride-elects
mother, Mrs. Lithe Pace of 203 Maple Street Murray, and her father,
Thurman Pace of Paducah.
Miss Pace is a graduate of Murray High School and-is a junior
nursing student at Murray State University.
The groom-elect is a graduate of a Mt. Vernon High School. He is a
senior business education major at Murray State University.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, August 7, at eight
o'clock in the evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Richard-
' son
' 
1007 Poplar Street, Murray.
I 
The Mettle Bell Hays ;Circle
of the Women's Society of
Christian Service of the First
United Methodist Church held
Its regular meeting at the so-
cial hall of the church on Mon-
day, July 13, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
Miss Roberta Whknah me-
seated the program on "Leis
ure Time". She gave its defini-
tions for leisure time and 'tress-
ed the importance of making
good use of leisure time which
can be freedom from work or
duty She closed with prayer.
The devotion was given by
Mrs Holmes Ellis on the sub-
ject, "Using Leisure Time",
who used the sicirpture "unto
everything there is a season.
The group sang "Take Time
To Be Holy" with Mrs Roy
Farmer et the piano.
Affieli- Irasdee, circle
chairman. presided and led spec-
ial prayer for one of the very
sick members of the circle. Re-
ports were given by the secre-
tary. Mrs. William Jeffrey, the
local tmasurer, Mrs. Roy Farm-
er, and the conference treas-
urer, Mrs. Garnett Jones in the
absence -of M1!--Itteld.
Announcement wit made of
the School of Missions on Au-
gust 4.
The meeting was closed with
the group repeating The Lord's
Prayer
During the social hour re-
freshments were served by the
hostesses, Dr Roenecke, Miss








Mr. and Mrs. Michael Sykes-o(
Murray Route Two are thai
parents of a baby boy, David
Michael, weighing seven pounds'
nine ounces, born on Saturday,
July 11, at 6:20 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed at
Sherwin-Williams Company,
Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
-James Sykes, North 16th Street.
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. James
H. Washer, Olive Street, Murray,
great grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Washer of Murray
Route Two and Mrs. 7e1pha
Cochran of Murray.
Sandy is the name chosen by
Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Ross of
Hardin Route One for their baby
girl, weighing seven pounds nine
ounces, born on Saturday, July
11, at 9:02 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Their other children are two
boys, Windy, age five, and Terry
Dwain, age three. The father is
employed with Roy Ross Used
Cars.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ross of
Hardin Route One and Mrs. Anna
Mae Walker of Paducah are the
grandparents. Great grand-
mothers are Mrs. Effie Darnell of
Hardin Route One and Mrs.
Clore Mae Free of Paducah.
A baby girl, Dusty Christa,
weighing seven pounds nine
ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Spiliotis, 603 Meadow Lane,
Murray, on Sunday, July 12. at
noon at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
The new father_is_a Stasi
affiliated with Union Carbide,
Paducah.
Grandparents ore Mr. and Mrs.
Glen C. Hodgir of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Monson of,
Peabody, Mass.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Carroll
of Ahno Route One announce the
birth of a baby boy, Herman Lee,
Jr., weighing eight pounds two
ounces, born,on Sunday, July 12,
at 2.09 p.m_ at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is a brick
mason
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Hafford Carroll of Almo Route
One and Mr and Mrs. Eugene
Snyder of Murray Route Six.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Hamilton
of Mayfield Route 5- are the
parents of a baby girl, Jana
Michele. weighing 6 pounds 12
ounces, born on Monday, July 13,
at 5:51 a.m at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
They have another daughter,
Gina Renee, age five. and a son.
ER — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Darnell-Wright Vows Planned
Miss Sandra Kay Darnell'
Mrs. Dulcie Darnell of 1202 Sycamore Street, Murray, announces
the engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter Sandra
Kay, to PFC. Benny Ray Wright, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wright
of Farmington Route 1. Miss Darnell is the daughter of the late
Felix Darnell.
The bride-elect is a 1969 graduate of Murray High School and has
completed one year at Murray State University.
Mr. Wright graduated from Farmington High School in 1965. He
attended Murray State University where he majored in agriculture.
He is presently stationed lit Fort Ord California, as a clerk and
personnel specialist.
--Wedding plans are incomplete at this time.
PERSONALS
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Garry Loyd
visited his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. H. Hicks of Sanford,
Fla., lest weekend. Mr. Loyd
was best man at the Powell-
Groover wedding. While they
were away their baby son,
Daryl, stayed with his maternal
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. In-




By United Press International
A maternity support panty-
hose has an open front panel
for ultimate comfort during
pregnancy, says the manufact-
urer. Sizes include short, aver-
age, average'/tall and tall.
(Roman Stripe, -350 Fifth -
Ave., Smite 6110, New York.
N. Y .).
* * •
A new- kitchen appliance
which may represent a signif
leant step toward f:olution of
municipal waste disposal prob-
lems has been introduced by a
major man*, fai• hirer. Called a
compactor, this appliance-ran
cornureas a week's accumulat-
ion Of trash and farlAags: for a
if1flTThThamaIJ 'dis-
posable bag. says the firm. By
compirssing waste in-theWme
and reducing the 'volume of
trash collected by sanitation
departments. the C 0111 praetor
can help lower the waste coll-
ection costs of American cities.
Another benefit to cities: long.
use of landfill sites. The units,
cost around $200 and crush
metal cans, glass and plastic
bottles, cartons and garbage.
(Sears, Roebuck and Co.,
Chicago, Ill.).
Scott, age two The father is
employed at General Tire and
Rubber-Company, Mayfield
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Haneline of Murray Route
One and Mr and Mrs. Lochridge
Hamilton of Mayfield Route 6.
Oreat grandparents are Mrs.
Elna Haneline and Mr. and Mrs..
R. D. Crouch of Murray Route I,
and Mrs. 'Eva Brittain, of
Tucker's Rest Home, Mavfletit
COOKING
NEW YORK (UPI) — Like successful diets, money-saving
meals call for changes in eating habits.
If your family resists changing from, steak to stew. rib
roast to pot roast, you still can cud grocery bills somewhat by
altering_ _your meal-planiiielaii eappeng- and cooking customs.
A little psychology herirlIZ its-Bpermarket studies show cus-
tomers are more apt to buy impulsively, therefore expensively,
if they shop when they're hungry.
Any observant woman can tell you a main course -- usually
the most expensive part of., meal -- goes further if you serve
an appetizer, salad or soup first.
-Custom, not nutritional needs, leads most of us to get most
of our protein in single large serving.- at lunch and dinner.
Hui it's less expensive and just as good nutrition, to serve
smaller portions of a high-priced main course such as steak,
chops or roast, while adding other forms of protein to other
courses.
Milk, cheese and other - milk products, eggs, dried beans,
peanuts and peanut butter fall into the second category.
...!.Cresusauee can be made with whole or skint...milk to save
both money and calories. Grated or cubed cheese, cheese
sauce, or dressing are good on a wide variety of vegetables
salads, and macaroni dishes. SO is grated or riced hard-cooked
em yolk and white.
In hot Weather, you may want to skip baked beans or pork
and beans in favor of heart salad -- cooked, dried or canned
beans, drained and driiiaid with homemade or bottled dressing,
with chopped raw onion or scallioos.
Chopped, salted peanuts arezood both in mixed green salads
and as an. extender for homemade chicken and ham salads
and spread.s. which ran be made with leftovers. -
Even dessert can add high-grade protein, in egg custards,
custard pies, Scram:eke and elleetae pies.
Timbales, which are unsWeetened cup custards, also put
extra ele. and milk in your diet and use up leftovers of meat.
poultry, fish, seafood or vegetables. For a pretty main course,
hake the timbale mixture in a ring mold instead of custari
cups and serve it, unmolded, with vegetables in the center.
Save money at the market by looking for meats that provide
the greatest number of servings per pound. Variety meats such
as tongue, beef, steer, lamb or pork liver and some boneless
roasts fall into this category.. -
Whole chicken is a better buy than chicken parts s- like
Ineata, its price_ per pound sista with ___the Amount of labor
involved at the market. - • • •
Trnaliced meat is cheaper than sliced. One market in N.
York sells a pound of unsliced bologna for 59 cents, but 1/2
pound of the same brand, sliced, for src cents.
_ Soule' meat deale,o. will. at-'no extra chins, cut up whole
poultry or slice a few ••hops front a large roast. If not, you can
 blaapi,,,..irZajUllarli ife'  :provided the Joast 
bones already cracked or iiwed through for easy carving.
Packaged Mixes and read\ -&-eat baked goods save time but
not monev:Alomemade: white bread costs less than half as much
as the bakery 'variety. A packaged _Lice mix that sells for 30
to 40 cents for 4 to ti servings can be imitated successfully for
pennies. especially if you buy plain rice in hags or boxes of
five pouissis or more. Add flavor by cooking it in canned
broth. bouillon, tomatn,. or getableju ice ; add berbs and spices
to taste.
.Advertised specialm in. every. departmeffi are 'priced lower
than usual. Store brands itko save money but it's smart to
buy 'single- items on v our fir-t- trip". Stock up later if it meets
your standards. Extremitis or packages of an inexpensive product
are no bargain if your fond\ doesn't like it. • - -
1
High protein, lower rod
Spinach with bacon and cheese is in high-protein dish with
very little meat. It from the 1943 edition of "The Joy of
Cooking" by Irma s. Itornbinier. - -
Prepare creamed spina411 front 2 pounds, raw, enough to
yield I 1/3 to 1 1/2 nupsbared. Arrange in layers in a greased
baking dish, with crisp 77,,..1.sed% bacon.- Cover top with dried
"Thiad jrinvilis, then grated heese. Bake in preheated 400-degree
oven long enough to brown the topping. Wake, 4,, servings.
that von won t rctiiro
frinn your vacation to fold
thawed food in your trey/ r,
ask siencorie to cheek thr
er soun•e Li (lie • (Werer
few'da).s to bc surcit'&still
Then ane ma'am-bow .1.. 141
PAGE FIVE
what should lie done In tine i-v-
ent m4i4nething happens: for ex-
ample, fuses to lie checked, time
electrician to call, sit an eine.-_





A Country Music Show was
hold at the Kirksey School on
Thursday evening, July 9, with
all proceeds going to the fund
for the Eugene Robertson fam-
ily.
The drive for the family Was
started several weeks ago due
to the illness of cancer of Eu-
gene and of leukemia of their
son. Both are having to under-
go extensive treatment.
Over $150.00 was raised at
the show on Thursday.
Billy Joe Hale was the mas-
ter of ceremonies. The featur-
ed group was Denise Darnell
ahd the Teen Folk composed
of Denise Darnell, Dee Dee Dar-
nell. Barton Jones, Neil Vick,
and Barry Hale. Also playing
for the evening was Lee Bolen
and friends composed of Lee
Bolen,d-Bill Bolen, Ralph Rags-
dale, and Barry Hate.
The Kirksey School PTA was
in charge of the concession
stand with members contribut-
ing sandwiches and pies. Mrs.
Harold Pones, PTA president,
expressed appreciation to each
one who helped in any way.
Donations are dill being tak-
en at the Bank of Murray and
the Peoples Bank for the Ro-
bertson family.
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Expectant Mothers Jeopardize Health & •
That Of Their Baby By Poor Nutrition
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI) —Poor
nutrition among expectant
mothers jeopardizes their
health and that of the babies
they carry.
Dr. Robert E. Shank calls
such nutritional deficiencies "a
chink in our medical armor
that can be repaired."
He bases his view on findings
of the Committee on Maternal
Nutrition of the National
Research Council. Reporting in
the journal, "Nutrition Today,"
Dr. Shank also said "the
younger the mother, the
greater the risk of poor diet."
Dr. Shank, chairman of
preventive medicine at Wash-
ington University Medical
School in St. Louis, heads the
council's Committee on Mater-
nal Nutrition.-
Report as giddy
The committee's new report
on maternal nutrition is based
on a three-year study by 13
scientists, including nine physi-
cians. For prenatal care
assuring the best possible
outcome of pregnancy, the
following guidelines were deve-
loped for the nation's doctors:
—The widespread practice of
routinely restricting salt intake,
and at the same time
prescribing diuretics, is of
doubtful value in preventing
pre-Eclampsia (u complication
of pregnancy) and is potentially
dangerous.
—The occurrence of pregnan-
cy in the adolescent, the girl
under 17 years of age, poses
special and important prob
lems. To sustain and complete
her own growth, she requires a
diet rich in calories, protein,
and calcium.
Should Gain 24 Pounds
—Weight gain in pregnancy
should be closely monitored
with the objective of achieving
an average total gain of 24
pounds.
—Weight reduction of obese
women should not be underta-
ken during pregnancy, but in
the interpartum periods.
—Special attention should be
paid to women who enter
pregnancy in a poor state of
nutrition and to those with poor
eating habits.
"Present knowledge and in-
formation indicate that the
course and outcome_ of pregnan-
cy can be more favorable for
many women if nutritional
practices are improved," Dr.
Shank said.
When traveling with the
family, pack everyone's sleep.
wear and toiletiies in one suit-
ease. That way, when stopping
for overnight, only one bag




































































HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAYINGS & LOAN ASSN.
PH. 753-7921 304 E . Main Street
THE LEDGER & TillIES U R RAY KENTUCKY
VIE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE. BEL-AM S1MPPMG CENTER






























Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes Ant Get
1% Cash Refund For Your









BLEACH ift GAL 290
FREE: wiFRLLth this coupon
ONE REGULAR SIZE ; 39c 
Regular Retail Valite
AXION 1.11.11/ ON( rouporoutumil nocHasto. -:--:—COEIPOR11,11PT ON 7/21770-
  This coupon redeemable onTVal STOREY'S
JUMBO ROLL
---01—TH COUPON 
LIMIT ONE -COUPON PER PURC RASE
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
04ER EXPIRES 7-21-7Y- •




By Abigail Van Buren
IC 15711 tor Comes Tremor-N. V. Nem %Mi. 
Owl
DEAR ABBY- My brother asked me to write to you to
see if you can help turn get any closer to marriage with his
girl friend of 10 years—I'll call her "Zelda."
Zelda loves the big city and my brother hies the quiet of
the comitrysick. Zelda doesn't come alive until 10 p. m., and
at that hour my brother is ready for bed.
Even tbo they live Ste miles apart, they see each other
on week-ends and holidays. (My brother flies his own plane.]
Zelda is jealous of anyone who looks at him twice, but
she doesn't care for sex herself. [She was in a concentratics
camp when she was young.] My brother would like a family,
but since be is 40 and Zelda is 43 and they aren't married
yet, that looks doubtful. What do you think, Abby?
HIS SISTER
DEAR SISTER: 1 Wok If your brother wants marriage,
he should leek ter semesse who likes the quiet of the
cseatryside. sex. sad wool take le years to make lap her
mind. A 41-year-old mita who flies his owe plane should have
so trosbie landing a Gffil..
DEAR ABBY: I am a middle-aged prole,ssional woman.
Several months ago a person whom I consiclered.ro be a loyal
friend accused me of repeating some confidential information
she told me about another person. I did not repeat the
information, but I kDOW who did, apd if I were to tell my
friend who repeated it, she would, he terribly upset.
My friend just assumes than am the guilty one, and she
refines to bebeve otherwise. This has hurt as deeply.
It is impossible to communicate with someone whohas a
dosed mind- It there any way I can reach this friend? I want
to set her straight tti dear myself, but to so doing I will have
to put someone else on the spot. A SINCERE FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: Too bad your friend with the "closed
doesn't have a mouth to match. H she passed se
infernal:los" which created tremble IwIlick
'appears to be the case1—shame oa her. To you. I say. is the
-Mem deal limes to that kind of "ieformatios." and for the
provost don't ham* yourself out trying to prove year
lasocesce.
DEAR ABBY. I know you can't give any medical advice,
but my daughter-in-law and I are so worried about my son
that it is becoming a serious problem
My sem was buried in a mine cave-in about a year ago.
Thank-Gad he has recovered from his physical injuries, but
we think something else may be wrong with him and we're
afraid the doctors will laugh at us.
His whole personality has changed. He is so depressed,
impatient and moody. No one in his family can get along
with him. We are all so thankful to have him alive, but he's
making everyone around him miserable, and he is miserable,
too. Could it be the lack of oxygen he suffered a year ago, or
is this just a coincidence? SO WORRIED
DEAR WORRIED: The shock of such as experience
imaW easily have upset year see emotionally. Don't be
ashamed to discuss this milk year doctor. I premise you be
won't laugh. 'There is as nese "shame" is admitting an
emotional disorder than a ply** OM SO treatment to
owed it is equally as vttaL
DEAR ABBY: An obviously misinformed correspondent
recently wrote and said, "so many countries, like Samoa,
have ̀ relaxed marital codes,'" and you let it pass as tho it
were a fact.
As a native Samoan, I must protest_ Margaret Mead
notwithstanding, Samoan culture embodies the highest ideals
of Christianity, which in all likelihood surpass those found in
1970 American society. Certainly in Samoa today one doesn't
find the disintegration of the family unit found in the United
States.
So please inform your untutored and misinformed
correspondent, as well as your readers who mey WE be
relying on outdated information, that modern-day Samoans
are not living in a free love paradise.
MODERN ISLANDER
What's year problem? Yearn feel better if you get it ad
year chest. Write to ABBY. Box OM& Las Aageles, CaL
MIN. For a personal relay enclose stamped. addressed
envelope.
BARBER WINS BY A WHISKER John LhakOpOulusi wising a
otroight-Ociac razor ohnivest finorresroUrrtyleheriff fhwt-rilfrn
• In 48 seconds tO » in the annual Friends Feat coptest in
Rocheport. Mo The shaving competition is held in merriory
of Hugo Dietrich. %Inner of the 1904 St Louts World's Fair
tile as best barber. Legend has it thata'brahernan would
jump off the. front of a ti am, run to, Hugo's shop. get a







my Smothers was a study in
frustration.
His new "The Smothers
Brothers Summer Show" is on
the air, but it's not what he
wants it to be.
Only half kidding. Tommy
suggested this 11-week summer
replacement on ABC should be
titled -The Smothers Brothers
on Probation Cop-Out Show."
Translation: If the show gets
poor ratings or stirs too much
controversy, it will not be
renewed as a regular series
next January.
"It's hard for me and Dick
not to be controversial because
that's where our heads are,
man," Tommy said, "with the
human condition. We're child-
ren of change and we've got to
reflect it."
Tom and Dick had completed
the first two 41a6ws. Neither of
them reflected what Tommy —




Tommy funny, a revolutionary,
an idealist or a social
commentator, it is difficult to
doubt his sincerity.
The sort of show he has in
mind doubtless would raise hob
with the networks, a large
segment of viewers, the Feder-
al Conununicationg Commission
and individual video station
owners. He knows th
"Those people would, gather
ignore situations than lay a
little truth in," Tommy Skid.
"They intimidate performers
who would try something more
daring.
'"That's why television is so
bland except for an occasional
special or an episode in a
series. Television always shows
the good guy winning and a
bunch of phony ethics.
'We don't see stories about
draft dodgers, the student point
of view or the blacks within the
art form of drama. They are
alluded to with no point of
view. Once in a while 'Mod
Squad' or 'Room 222' will get to
the brink of something impor-
tant and then back away."
Agrees With Agnew
Then Tommy said something
surprising: "I agree with Spiro
Agnew that too much television
news is colored by big
programming."
He added quickly that this
fragment of his thinking was
one of the few points on which
he and the vice president were
in accord.
-TV is a selling media that
hasn't reached its full potential.
But it's getting there," Tommy
said grimly.
"Sixty per cent of the
population gets its information
from the tube. But I don't think




What is labeled as the nation's
first foolproof system to
prevent airplane hijacks will be
installed this week at New
Orleans International Airport.
In announcing the device, the
Federal Aviation Administra-
tion said the system involves
use of a meter to detect hidden
By PRESTON F. KIRK
WESLACO, Tex. (UP!)—
Anna Isabel Trevino has full
brown eyes that brim with the
special shine of a 2-year-old. 191k.
And she has that special
smile that carries a child
through happy or hard times.
Her grin never really ehan.
ges. But the times have.
they are bad for the tot
Rio Bravo, Tex.
She lies in a bed at Knapp
Memorial BoepitaL in Weslatio.
She does not pioVe her arms or
legs. She be., a fever, a stiff
neck and'sore muscles and she
doetuil understand why.
l‘nna Isabel has polio.
• The disease that was a
household horror until Dr.
Jonas Salk and his miracle
vaccine made it rare in the law
1950's is making a desdly
comeback in the Rio Grande
valley of Texas.
Fourteen Cases Reported
Fourteen cases of polio have
been reported in Cameron and
Hidalgo counties which border
Mexico. Three children have
died so far this summer.
"Polio is still around because
of apathy," said Dr. John R.
Copenhaver, health director for
the two Texas counties and the
man in the eye of the epidemic.
Most of the 14 polio victiles
were under one year of age.
The oldest was 3. None of the
children -was immunized
against the disease.
"The only way to overconle
apathy is to force people to be
immunized and to reward them
if they do," Copenhaver said.
"For instance, in order to
travel or to go to school or to
receive welfare."
Polio can strike the Mt or
the poor. But in the Rio Grande
Valley it has chosen the poor.
Federal, state and local health
officials have started an
immunization campaign, dis-
pensing 54,000 doses or oral
polio vaccine in a four-county
area.
- The epitlemic prornopted
state legislators and he
officials to consider legal
methods to force parents to
ve their children immunized.
School Programs Do Not Help
Many cities and school boards
have required polio immuniza-
tion. But Dr. J. E. Peavy, state
health commissioner, said
school programs would not help
the current outbreak.
"All but one of the children
involved are under 2 years of
age," Peavy said.
"We can't afford to wait until
they are school age," Copen-
haver said. "They should be
immunized in the first year of
birth. It could be made
mandatory for a birth certifi-
cate."
The Texas state Health
Department now sends to
county health departments lists
of infants born in their areas.
County officials then mail
letters to all mothers, urging
them to have their children
inoculated.
metal on passengers or in
baggage and a "behavorial
profile chart" for identifying
persons with ''characteristic
hijacker personality traits
In Our current series on Jehovah's witnesses doctrine,We have been careful to quote their books, lest we beguilty of misrepresenting them. However
' 
some of theWitnesses have objected to the April 2, 1970, article be-cause it contained a quotation from a 1910 issue of Watch-tower magazine. The y szy that 60 _years is moaz, Lau,an/ that they lib riot believe now what they believed then.
It is good for a man to clung*. when he learns he is inerror. If the Witnesses wish to deny what their magazinesaid in 1910, that is fine with me.
BUT CONSIDER 1111197
Why should a person's system of faith be antiquated,obsolete in 60 years'? The faith which tetras once de-livered unto the saints" Is 1900 years old. The apostlePeter said that God 'Isiah given unto us all things thatpertain unto life and godliness" (UPI. 1:3). Noticethat it has been given. "'Timothy 3:16, 17 says that theScriptures will completely furnish the man of God unto allgood works. Galatians 1:8, 9 teaches that the gospel isnot to be changed and to those who do so, "let litm beaccursed:'
Though the doctrine of Christ Is more than 1900 years old,It is still powerful. Like the grace of God and the blood ofChrist, the kospel Ls stW effective. The additions of menserve only to corrupt the pure word of God. ,'Add thou notunto his words, lost he reprove thee, and thou be faund a(Prov. 30:6)
The traditions, creeds, and constitutions of men needconstant revislOn. For example, the Presbyterian Churchrevamped and reformed Its COnlession in 1962. Rut thegosfiel-of- cfirist needs no modernisation. It is as relevantnow as it was in the first century because men are lostin sin, and th9. unadulterated gospel of Christ remains asGod's power unto salvation. (Rom. 1:16) ',Accept no sub-
stitutes!'
Larry Ray Haney
THE NEW "MISS UNIVERSE," 20-year-old Mari-
sol Malaret Contreras of Puerto Rico, poses prettily
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ROAST RUMP or SIRLOIN TIP
MATCHLESS
BACON LB. 59C
ALLEREST Reg' '1'35 Our Price$115
BAYER ASPIRIN Reg 07 - 1:1tif Price 89C -
ARMY Roll-On Deodorant Reg. 79` Our Price- 69c
HEAD & SHOULDERS Keg' 1139 Our Price 5 147







HAM   PIMENTO SALADS 8c,Z, 59c
HAMBURGER BUNS IGA 8 Pkg 3?
SOFT DRINKS IGA



































































































Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS IGA Its the total on the tape that counts!
n& EICilig
Cruises now geared
for bringing the kids
LOS ANGELES (UPI) — An
ocean cruise used to be
envisioned as the setting for a
honeymoon (first or second), a
great spot to land a husband, a
get-away-from-it-all chance to
kick up your heels without the
kids along.
It still is. But cruise directors
are making prices and diversions
for children so appealing that
luxury ships now are swarming
with the generation from
pre-school to high school age for
a cost less than leaving them
home with a babysitter.
The word "swarming" is not
exactly right because, except at
meal times and around the ship
pools, the youngsters are usually
Wall Street
(latter
NEW YORK ( UPI )—The
increase in the money supply in
the first half of 1970 "bodes
well for stock prices in the
second half," according to
Thomson & McKinnon Auchin-
doss Inc. The company says
the expected 10 per cent drop in
first half corporate earnings
should not "negate the pos-sibili-
ty of earlier stock market
improvement reflecting the
increase in the money supply."
The firm says '`the drop in
stock price averages in 1969-70,
of about one-third . . . has more
than offset a 1per cent
eanfings drop."
Me Research Institute of
America, Inc., disagreeing with
the bearish view that "the
slowdown is becoming cumula-
tive," claims "The available
figures show a stabilizing
picture." The firm believes the
dovrntreed ntesn't ended, but it
has slowed," and any pickup in
orders will bring "a prompt
production spurt" because in-
ventories are no longer piling
up. However, the firm cautions
that a long auto strike would
"upset the cart."
out of sight if not out of mind.
On a recent Easter vacation
cruise of the 20,000-ton Princess
Carta for a week down the
Mexican coast to Puerto
Vallarta, there were'. 148
passengers no more than 18
years old out of the total of 601
aboard.
The "now generation" was
organized the first day at. The
little ones had cartoons, a
handicraft and game room and a
story-telling type familiar on
morning television shows.
There were four teenagers to
lead that group into non-square
activities, including a nightly
discotheque with strobe lights
and electric guitars that went on
from after dinner until 1 a.m.
The cost for a week for a child
under 18 in a room with two
adults was $100.
INFORMALITY
The cruises out of West Coast
cities generally are more
informal than the sailings from
the Atlantic ports to the
Carribbean and the Mediterranean
&though there are formal nights
and chic clothes on the sun
deck
'The market is approaching
a new phase in which carefully
selected issues will move
independently of market direc-
tion," Edward A. Vizier & Co.,
Inc., believes. The company
says it is "highly likely" a new
test of the recent lows may
occur, but believes the "select-
ed issues will begin to move."
"The market is again well
into oversold territory though
not nearly to the extent it was
at the end of May when it
reached unusual proportions,"
'E. F. Hutton & Co. says. It Is
oversold enough, however, to
our expectation of a "technical
rebound" the company believes.
But the company adds that
the overriding factor" could
be the Mid-East situation which
from "a market and historical
standpoint has a number of
similarities with the Cuban
missile crisis of 1962." ._
Devil food
NEW YORK (UPI) — Hell,
Mich., has come up with an-
other "anti-litter first."
Keep America Beautiful,
Inc., national litter prevention
organization, has received Word
-- from Hell that. a large litter
barrel with the inscritionT
"Please Feed the Devil," has
been placed at the side of the
main road leading -into the-
town.
Reports Mel Reinhard, prelis
ident of the Hell Chamber of
Commerce: l_leitist loves it:"
•-•• •
Waded_ 
— TORONTO (UP1) -Ontario
Highways Minister Irwin
Haskett told the provincial k
islature he has asked the fe
eral government to limit the.,
horsepower of cars.
Haskett said the limits are
needed to prevent manufacture
of so-called "muscle cars"
which have motors producing
Mere than 400 horsepower and
are capable of doing more than
125 miles an hour.
Water, Wile
all around
NEW 'I 01111/4 (I PI) There
411- approximidel) 20.000 Ma-
ter departments in the l
Slate, :Nem-ding to ltocLwell
Nlanisfacturing Caniiii9ny. mans
ufac tia res. of 1, ater tieteris.
,* * *
II,,' first %Merl-au [din Mil,
'Terme of Parthia."
its Philadelpliaa its c1'.
Priorities panel
seen as needed '
CHIC:AGO (UPI 'S' An in-
dustrial leader says a non-par-
tisan priorities board is needed
to help keep the country,,Trom '
',lurching erratically from one
crisis to the next:-
William? B. J oh nsorns-thaie --
man of IC Industries, Inc„
said such a priorities board is
ementnA, for attaining king._
range sor:iiif' and .eedsnornic
The hoard wo-OTJ recom-
merit 'directly to the President
specific action- on a wide range
of problems such as pollution,
homing, transportation, tech-
nological developments and
other social and economic Mat-
ters.
The President then would
ask Congress to implement tie
findings throuji appropriate
legislation. "The prime func-
tion of government," Johnson
continued, "is -to look ahead,
recognize trends and practices
that hold tne seeds of -social
problems, th—en chart the
courses that best serve the am-
bitions and interests of the
greatest number of citizens."
__sax Lz.DELKIL TIME ___ MURRAY, KENTUCKY
DENIZEN OF THE DEEP--Dr. Sylvia A. Earle, captain of the --
five - woman team of scientist -aquanauts living for two
weeks 50 feet deep In the sea off St. John, the Virgin
Islands, makes a sortie out a hatch. The hatch is on Tek-
Ute II. their undersea habitat.
Well over 420,000 Americans
went on cruises in 1969 with an
estimated 125,000 passing
throught the Port of Los Angeles
compared to approximately
52,000 three years ago.
The Princess Lines are
newcomers to a field which
formerly Was restricted mainly
to sailings to Hawaii and the
Orient.
Ships now sail down the long
Mexican- coact • with- stops
including Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Manzanillo and-the littag-~
of Puerto Vallarta which sprang
into a tourist attraction after
Richard Burton and Elizabeth
Taylor filmed "The Night of the
Iguana" there.
There are longer cruises
through the Panama Canal to the
Caribbean Islands with most
passengers flying back from
Florida. Summer cruises go
through the Inside Passage to
Alaska, stopping at Vancouver,
Ketchikan, Juneau and Skagay.
The food is a blessing or a
menace, depending on whether
you hate to gain weight. There
are seven "meals" available during
24 hours and conveniently
located on the promenade deck
is a Finnish sauna to take it off.





nine investment company man-
agement groups controlled 74.5
per cent of the total assets of
the mutual fund industry in
the United States at the close
of 1969, according to %risen-
berger Financial Services, an
authority on the mutual fund
and financial Services indusitrieS.
The groups managed $43.3
billion of a total $58.1 billion
in.net assets.-01 a total of.70
managementz wr.671_:.isi;v:4tiiht a21
Ur-gest-




SALEM, Ore. (UPI) — A
section in; a law suit filed by
Oregon and Washington against
the federal government to pre,
vent shipment of lethal newe
gas through the states sags:'
"The quantity of chemical
agents to be transported is suf-
ficient to_ extinguish human
arid atiiniZ life in the states bf
Washington and Oregon. This
would- be highly detrimental
to the ens ironment."
8-;70 . m tri !):15 r'
Open Friday Night 'Ti! R (10




with 5-edge adjustable band.
Reg. '2.29
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By WILLIAM D. LAFFLER
NEW YORK (UPI) — There is
no generation gap in the
seemingly endless age of country
and western music.
Hank Locklin has been a
leading country singer for many
years while Danny Davis and
The Nashville Brass are
comparatively new arrivals on
the Tennessee scene. Yet they
work together nicely.
On "Hank Locklin Fr Danny
Davis & The Nashville Brass"
(RCA Victor LSP-4318), the
country music fan is treated to a
fine blending of the old and
new.
The Nashville grass, favorites
of radio disc jockeys around the
country, give a jazzy background
for Locklin's nasal twanging of
'Melody of Love," "Please Help
Me, rm Falling,'IMue Moon of
Kentucky" and eight other
numbers.
And Locklin's carefree
singing seems to relax the
Nashville Brass. It's an
interesting session_
Waylong Jennings, one of the
inost popular country-folk
singers, has chosen a variety of
compositions for "Don't Think
Twice" (A&M SP 4238), ranging
from Bob Dylan to Alex North.
Two Dylan tunes, the album
title song and "I Dotit Believe
You," and such non-country
numbers as "Kisses Sweeter
Than Wine" and "Unchained
Melody" are highlights.
The Acapulco -Marimbas
make an auspicious recording
.-debut with "Marimba Echoes
From South of the Border"
(London PS 567). Marimbas
dominate the melodies but





Selected Singles — "Oh
Happy Day" by Glen Campbell
(Capital P-2787), "Viva Tirado"
by El Chicano (Kapp K-2085),
"Sunshine" by Mickey Newbury
(Mercury 73036), "Givinda" by
Radha Krishna Temple (Apple
821), "A Letter to Josephine"
, David and the Giants, (Fame
P-1467).
Tape Deck — Eight-track
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Lerner and Loewe" (Audio
Spectrum E85014), an Ampex
tape release, is a good selection
of numbers from the Broadway
and movie hits by Alan Jay
Lerner and Fritz Loewe,
including three tunes from "My
Fair Lady." "Homeward
Bound" by Harry lilelafonte
(RCA P8S-1515) contains the
title -song and "Softly" among
others. Cassette: Those.looking
for something different on
cassettes may be interested in Ed
Begley's reading of Mark Twain's




NEW YORK (UPI) — Steadily
Joan Sutherland and her
conductor-husband, Richard
Bonynge, are recording the
opera repertory they consider
suitable for Miss Sutherland's
rather specialized art. They've
now arrived at the gigantic
masterpiece, Mozart's "Don
Giovanni."
They've recorded it with
Bonynge conducting the English
Chamber Orchestra and with
Gabriel Bacquier, Pilar Lorengar
Werner Krenn, Donald Gramm
and Marilyn Horne joining Miss
Sutherland in the principal
characterizations.
All-out admirers of Miss
Sutherland will be pleased. The
music for Donna Anna puts her
through her. paces. But all-out
admirers of' "Don Giovanni"
may -well be- disppolated, tooth
by her Donna Anna and by the
performance ass-a whole........
They're exacting with all
singers and any conductor who
undertakes this opera. Anything
short of excellence is a
profanation to the degree it is
short. Miss Sutherland is short
stylistically. Bonynge is short in
conductorial discipline. The
casting is short because of
unevenness. It is not a bad
performance but it isn't a
superlative one (London-1434).
In general, opera singers are
shocked by those of their
American patrons who suggest
they might sing opera in English,
the-language of their American
audiences. The truth is that few
of them could for the good
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WATCH OUT for this new "Spiro Agnew Watch," which car-
ries a caricature of the vice president, plus his objection to
It unless "a substantial portion" of the profit is donated to
families of American soldiers captured or missing in South-
east Asia. The promoter is Dr. Hale E. Dougherty, an Ag-
new admirer. The wrist is one of Mrs. Ethel Kennedy's
during a recent visit to Seattle. Wash
it. But they argue it is a
misrepresentation not to sing in
the language of the composer.
And so Christa Ludwig has
her nerve in recording scenes
from ;3 izet's "Carmen" in
German. (The American
marketing is the record-maker's
Idea, of course.) A justifiable
American "retrierise Is that if
French shouldn't be translated
Into English it shouldn't -be
translated into German. Since
the language-of-the-composer is
arbitrarily enforced upon
American audiences by opera
people, their defense is to permit
no exceptions. That di
Miss Ludwig's Germanic Carmen
(Seraphim-60119).
Rather than this Carmen, one
can prefer a "Carmen for
Orchestra." It is a merging of the
vocal with the orchestral score
from beginning to end, with
intensifications and deletions
here and there along with line. It
was accomplished by Andr
K os te I anetz and unnamed
arrangers and performed by





NEW YORK (UPI) — Public
education in two states will be
computerized by the stall of
the next 'school year.. Smith
Carolhia"and COloratt.-iike in-
stalling RCA Spectra 70/55
zoinputer-assisted instructional
-aystents that .will. also- handle -
administrative and accounting




FT. BENNINC, --Ga. (UPI)
— Former Anny_Capt.--G.R.,
v-T-oornet has sharp eyes-4.-w--
long memory.
While on a sentimental visit
to his old training grounds, he
noticed a street sign "El
Carney Road." Towner recal-
led it had been "El Caney
Road" when he was here in
1943 named in honor of the
Spanish-American War battle'
ofEl Caney. - - -
Toomer advised the base of
the error and the sign was
changed.
RADIO
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THE LED ER & TIMES — MtKRAY KENTUCKY
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
No magic carpet could whisk you and your family so many places in a single day! THE LEDGER & TIMES
gives you all of the news of Murray and Calloway County, takes you all over the world and even to outer spice
as a regular occurrence, in every issue. Action wire-photos and local shots help you quick-scan the latest hap- ,
penings... vivid word pictures let you study in depth the events that Interest you. It's all there ... the human
oddities, geneialifterest articles , the columnists, the cartoons, the editorials, for you to enjoy,kto inform
you ... at your fingertips, in a form you can refer to later, -k
The pages of the LEDGER & TIMES whirl shoppers all over the marketplace, keep yOurtUYing dollar
on top of the timely best buys.
The DAILY LEDGER & TIMES presents you with a galaxy of entertainment features: Sports, television,radio, theater, homemaker hints, books, the crossword puzzle, the comics.


































































































way "a "George M! " musical
of the 1968-69 season, starring
Joel Grey, who created the
stage role, will be an NBC 90-
minute special Sept. 12. This
show about the career of the
fabulous George M. Cohan is a
more honest portrayal of that
showman's fantiaticr career than
the old movie starring James
Cagney that has been screened
several times on television.
This should come as no
surprise—NBC has signed Dean
Martin to a new long-term con-
tract to continue his Thursday
night variety show. The star
begins his sixth season in the
fall. t
Milton Bede has signed with
Screen Gems for four one-hour
variety programs. The outlet
for the comedian's shows has
not been detemiined.
The role of the teacher-wife
of Andy Griffith in Allis new -
_CBS come'-drama* series,
"Headmaster,' has been assign-
ed to Claudette Nevins of the
Broadway state. Griffith plays
the head of a private school.
well-known video per-
formersinvolved as regulars are
Jerry Van Dyke and Parker
Eennelly.
Joe Higgins should be no
_ stranger to the television aud-
. C.e _41 19.8._ rePlar role as A
bossy parking lot guard on
`caummer replacement r 
les, "Johnny Cash Presents the
Everly Brothers Show." He's
the actor who attracted so
much attention during the past
season as that sheriff with the
hominy grits accent on an auto-
- --mobde cotnm err ial
_ * *
"The Odd Couple" series
due on ABC in the fall has
• two players who were in the
original Broadway production
of the Neil Simon play on
which this video program is
based. They are Monica Evans
„and Carol Shelly as the attrac-
*tive and somewhat pixilated
Pigeon sisters, apartment house
neighbors of the odd couple,
played on television by Jack
Klugjnan and Tony Randall.
—Jack Gayer
Legal **pushing'.
PALISADE, NJ. (UPI) —
Margaret Camp is a p u sh e r , "
but it's all perfectly legal.
_ Th, 
man is the only emale, ride 
operator at Palisades Amuse.'
ment Park. When fun seekers
climb to the top of the park's'
24lane Fun Slide, Margaret
gives them a burlap sack to sit
on and then a slight push to
start them coasting down the
45-foot sloping fiberglass slide
at high speed.
* * *
Eating by the clock
BRUGES, Belgium (UPI) —
A restaurant in Bruges is of.
fering fast eaters a special deal.
The "Little Mermaid," which
specializes in sea food., charges
three francs (six cents) a ivin-
ute regardless of how much a
patron eats.
t5: MURDER — Mark
Tucker, 15, son of -
ald G. Tucker. 39. Xerox_
executive, is held iir-S50,-
000 bond in Fairfax. Va..
in the shooting murder
of-his mother and fathe1L:
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in cloud oit inflation
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
• —WASHINGTON (UPI) -
the nation is about 1.1 mil-
lion houses farther away from
its goal of a suitable home
fcevery family than it was
in 965.
Two: severe credit short-
ages -- in 1967 and in 1969-
70 -- have depressed the con-
struction of housing units to
well below the demand.
"We face a full-scale na-
tional housing crisis," Housing
and Urban Development Secre-
tary George Romney said in-
a recent speech.
"Even including expanding
production of mobile homes,
total housing production since
1965 has fallen more than 1.1
million units short of the vol-
ume needed just to match pop-
ulation growth and the loss of
existing unite through fire and
tither causes," Romney said.
"In addition, far too little
progress has been made in re-
placing the 6 million occupied
units that are dilapidated or
otherwise substandard.
-The directly related effect
is that the cost of obtaining
decent housing is skyrocket-
Romney said in some cities,
which he did not name, home
prices have climbed by $1,000
or more a month.
"Some 35 million Ameri-
cana generally move each
year," Romney said. "Be-
cause of the overall shortage,
more and more of these fami-
lies have difficulty finding suit-
able units to choose among
when the-v m we."
Sinali beeline
Interest rates on conven-
bonal mortgages fell in April
for the first time in 17 months.
But the decline was small and
in most cases did not offset
the effect of rising housing
prices.
The National Association of
.Hone Builders (NAHB), the
association in the hous-
ing construction industry
warns the prOspective halite
buyer that he faces bleak pros-
pects if he plans to wait until
interest rates decline before
buying.
The Association, of course,
has an interest in avoiding a
buyer's strike. But its view
seems to be supported by go-
vernment statistics.
'There is no indication that
interest rates will comedown,"
said NAHB President Louis R.
Barba. "But even if they did,
housing costs will continue to
Barba blamed the howling
slump on government money
managers who sought to con-
trol inflation by keeping
money tight. He called for
selective credit controls to
guarantee housing a "fair
share" of the money that is
available.
Romney said inflation and
tight money "are critical as-
pects of the howling problem."
-In my opinion, this over-
all economic restraint should
not be allowed to victimize
key sectors of our economy
disproportionately," Romney
said. "We simply cannot af-
ford to continue that kind of
victimization. We must find
a better way to spread the
effects of economic restraint
more evenly across all sectors
of the economy instead of 
finding them concentrata on
a few sectors that happen to




By V ER NON scarr urt
Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWODD (UPI) - Burl
Ives, the portly lawyer in. "The
Bold Ones," rambles around the
country living in a Hollywood
apartment, a Manhattan
apartment and an adobe house
near Santa Fe, N.M.
There's wry little Ives hasn't
done as a performer: won an
Oscar (The Big Country), cut 67
record albums, appeared in 23
movies and uncounted television
shows along with 13 Broadway
shows.
Now, he says, k a time for
He prefers to do his reflecting
alone and preferably in Santa
Pe.
His workday generally begins at
__7 „am. He quits at 6 p.m. as
specified in his contract_
"I should have known better
than play a lawyer," he says.
"Even in scenes where I have no
dialogue I have to sit there
because I've been established in
the scene."
When he's not recording,
writing or acting, Ives, a native
of Illinois, sneaks off to Santa
Fe to poke around among the
pottery and bones of a long-dead
Indian civilization.
His wife, Helen, manages his
career from New York and lives
there almost the year around.
They maintain communication
by daily telephone call whenever
Ives is away from New York
City, which is as often &Ole can
manage. He spends a total .of
'three or four weeks a year there.
"Helen loves New York and I
hate it," he explains_
He's not crazy about
Hollywood either, but this is
where the work is.
His quarters in Southern
California amount to a
two-bedroom apartment, one of
which has been converted into
an office. The place also includes
a music room for recording erid"
a library.
He cooks simple meals for
himself and dines out often.
Ives manages to work in the




NEW YORK ((IPI) - Two
big Lutheran denomination
s
have reported membership -de-
creases for 1969.
The Lutheran Church in A-
merica, largest of North Amer-
ica's Lutheran bodies, reporte
d
membership of 3,259,558 as of
Dec. 31, 1969, a decline of 21,
212 members from the year
before.
For the first time since it
was organized 10 years ago,
the American Lutheran Chinch
reported a decline in baptized
membership during 1969 to a
total of 2, 559, 588, compared
with 2, 576, 105 at the end of
1968. Confirmed membership
however, increased 4, 381 ,due




The Gospel Publishing House
at Assemblies of God head-
quarters here produces about
2.5 piillion pieces of church
literature alone every
ths
Some 17,000 churches in
the United States depend on
the Gospel Publishing House
"Word of Life" literature for
their church school needs. In
aeldition, 20 Assemblies of
God foreign mission printing
centers adapt and translate
materials written and edited in
.the Church School Literature
Division of the Gospel Publish-
ing House.
* * *
Church rich la art
BARDSTOWN-, Kr.- {WO
St. Joseph's Pro-Cathedral here
was the first Catholic church
west of the Alleghenies. The
church contains a million-dol-
lar collection of 17th century
paintings donated by King




Income of $4,635,564, has
been reported by the American
Baptist Mission Budget for the
four months ended April 30.
This was 88.5 per cent of the
anticipated goal and a decline
of $213,981 from the giving in





Los Angeles Rams professional
football stars Ronan Gabriel
and Merlin Ols4n will hold
court in a new MGM-TV series,
--"Man-To-Man" for country-
wide-syndication.
It is also hisithvorite tixot toV .......
riding a' newmotoicycls.
GUN COLLECTOR
One of Ives' hobbies ii
collecting guns, pistols, rifles and
shotguns of assorted sizes and
shapes.
Ives doesn't believe in
hunting, identifying himself as a
tin can, shooter. He walks out
into the desert, lines up old
bottles and cans and fires away
for an hour at a time.
Neither does he !Ate to wear a
necktie. Open sports shirts, loose
slacks and sandals suit him fine.
He was given a squash blossom
warrior necklace by the. Navino
Indians and, when he attends a
party, wears the necklace in
place of a tie.
The actor-singer finds himself
letting to Nashville, Tenn.,
regularly 4.o record country and
westertrenusic, much of it folk
songs.
He learned folk music as a
child in Hunt City Township,
Jasper County, Illinois, from his




Germany's Curt Jurgens will
co-star with Allen Alda and
Barbara Parkins in 20th Cen-





"The Shattered Silence," a no-
vel by Israeli author Zvi
Aldouby, will be produced as a
movie by Daniel Mann who
will also direct the drama.
Component building
seen as necessity
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK (UPI) - Com-
plex local building codes and
union practices often are cited
as Seliotlfi obstacles to housing
program Weed on sophisticated
high-speed building techniques.
Kenneth Naslund of Chi-
cago, an engineer-architect
whose firm has developed one
of these advanced new indus-
trialized building systems., disa-
grees.
Naslund, president of Com-
ponent Building Systems, Ltd.,
contends that building codes
and union practices should pre-
sent no real obstacle to the
adoption of industrialized
building methods. He feels
"they are simply items on the
list Of problems to be solved,
like the nature of the site,
height of the building and
number of apartments." .
"A good -- and truly in-
dustrialized - building system
should be flexible enough to
take the code and union work
rule factors into account and
develop a solution to accom-
rriodate them," he said.
It is generally agreed,if
we are not to fall farther and
farther behind in supplying the
pent-up and inciteasang demand
for housing, that building tech-
niques must change. 'Tradi-
tional methods, building a
house piece by piece on the
site, are too slow, and there
just are not enough workers
for the rising demand.
The Department of Houe-
ing &. Urban Development says
2.6 million housing units a
year are needed just to stay
even - and not even half that
number are being built now.
It's high time, the etperte
argue, that we apply to hous-
ing the same resourcefulness
and ingenuity that has pro-
duced the most sophisticated
industrial technology in his-
tory. The !ogled solution,
they say, is the application
to housing of industrialized
building techniques. While
there are many variations, all
have one principle in common:
they attempt to minimize time-
consuming on-site ivcck by
substituting sections Or even
entire units that have been
built elsewhere.
Critics argue, however, that
all of these efficiency systems
are doomed to failure because
of the variations in what is
acceptable from one communi-
ty to maller and the alleged'
resistance of unions to any
streamlining that might threat-
en jobs.
Naslund, says:: "Cooven-
tional building techniques must
face the same restrictions.
Whatever we can gain in the
way of fester, better or less
costly construe lion in those
areas which can benefit by
industrialization, puts us that
far ahead of conventional
building."
His system
In his company's System
III building method, Naslund
explained, all interior and ex-
terior panels, partitions, floor
and ceiling systems, are built
at off-site factories under pre-
cise quality-controlled condi-
tions. The components then
are assembled into a steel struc-
ture at the site, generally with
simple hand took and in about
half the time .aii conventional
By componentising as much
as possible of a-Wading, he
said, on-site time is cut, re-
ducing interim financing costs
and getting the building into
income-producing use earlier.
It makes little difference,
Naslund said, whether rigid
electrical conduit or flexible
conduit is permitted; or what
kind of fireproofing is re-
quired, or what kind of con-
struction tradesmen are respon-
sible for specific jobs.'
"Whatever the require-
ments, they can be incor-
porated," he said. "We de-
sign components needed for
a specific architectural plan,
make them in factories, ship
them to the site, and assemble
them into a complete building.
The finished product looks no
different from a conventionally
built building, and offers many
advantages such as low main-
Naslund sees in an indus-
trialized system of building
such as Component Building s
panelized approach "a tool for
the housing•sindustry, not a
threat."
"It will enable independent
builders to expand their
volume and remain competi-
tive." he said.
Many fabricators already are
in business and others will be
able to expand into housing
for the first time, as new mar-
kets are created. In a pro-
totype project, in Farnce for
instance, he explained, interior
partitions were manufactured
by a maker of television cabi-
nets.
Similarly, the demand for





EJ. Peaker, the singer-dancer
who made her movie debut in
"Hello Dolly," signed with
Werner Bros. for the feminine




David Janssen wilLmake his
debut in a movie-for-television
at Cinema Center Films star-




NEW YORK (UPI) - The
Hallmark Hall of Fame has
brought more complete Shake-
'sesa/can productions to tele-
vision titan any other dramatic,
series. It has offered television
versions of "Hamlet," "King
Richard II," two productions
of "Macbeth," "The Taming
of the Shrew" and its musical
adaptation "Kim Me Kate,"
"Twelfth Night- and "The
Tempest." The Bard will visit
The Hall of fame again this
fall when it celebrates its 20th
consecutive year on television





Alan Webb, who starred 
in
"Women in Love," has been
added to the cast of "The
Horsemen" starring Omar




MANILA (UPI) - Three
Philippine domestic airlines
have agreed to search all bag.
gage, including hand-carried
luggage. The move was taken
after investigations revealed ex-
plosive caused a recent plane
comb and the damaging of an-




























































































































JUST BECAUSE YOU CAN'T SO
RUNNi46 OFF 70 SEE 11-iAT
GiRL-SEA6LE YOU MET, YOU
DON'T NAVE 10 SE 50 06NOXIOU5
Cf3y SOIL'?,YOU'D SETTERSTART Se-LAVING YOURSELF !
by Charles M. Schulz
AND 5ToP MAKING 11405E
LONG-DISTANCE PHONE CALLS!
••••
tracea to 17th century America.
Because of his enormous
proportions Ives must be alert to
his weight. He weighed nearly
300 pounds at one time but now
says he is within 15 pounds of
his lowest weight in years.
He exercises by pacing the
sets at Universal Studios, where
his show is filmed, and by hiking












































Take time to give accurate and specific directions.
Remembei: Some traeeler's ocist lasting memory of your
_....10WO cliti• mar bc YOU. -
*wok
Nancy




















WHO IS OUTA TOUCH
WIF TH' Ses/ORL D - -
by Al Capp
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By United Press International
Some GOP political infighting
spread into the gubernatorial
campaign Monday and two Re-
publican candidates spoke about
the need for improvements in
the education system.
GOP gubernatorial hopeful
Claude Robertson accused op-
ponent Maxey Jarman of hav-
ing an "inactive role" in state
politics until he "suddenly
joined the battle."
Speaking in Knoxville, Rob-
ertson said, "From 1980 to 1970
he (Jarman) has played a most
inactive role in the Republican
Party. Now that he has decided
he would like to be governor he
has suddenly joined the battle
and declared his candidacy."
Jarman had no reply to Rob-
ertson's charges in a Memphis
'poach Monday night but issued
a tudi fur Improving education
in dieribito- to attract new in-
dustry. •
" "We 'bait, lot to have educa-
tion to have industry," the
Nashville executive said. "As
governor I intend to give pri-
ority attention to Tennessee's
educational program, especially
where it applies to grades one
through 12."
Jarman also laughed off Win-
field Dunn's report that his
campaign had peaked. "we've
just begun to turn up the
steam," Jarman said.
Dunn, at the opening of his
Knox County gubernatorial
campaign headquarters called.
for the restoration of "discip-
line and moral values as an in-
tegral part of our education
systPm."
He also criticized other candi-
dates who he said had spoken
out for financial cutbacks in the
education field. He added that
Tennesseans should be aware of
the "legitimate needs and as-
pirations of our youth."
Sen. Albert uore, speaking in
Oak Ridge Monday night,
pledged to fight administration
efforts to sell nuclear industries
to private industry.
"When the commission is just
on the threshold of making a
profit from its vast facilities
and vast skills, Nixon and Ag-
new want to give it away,"
Gore said. He said the AEC will
have a $70 million income this
fiscal year and about $700 mil-
lion during the nest t-s1 years..
Senate aspirant Tex Ritter,
In a statement released from
his Knoxville headquarters, en-
dorsed a program providing tax
eredits:for the parents of chil-
dren in college.
"Many parents in the middle
and low income categories are
finding the cost of sending even
one son or daughter to college
to be a very expensive opera-
tion," Ritter said.
He said parents should be al-
lowed to deduct a portion of the
expenses for each child at-
tending college for their feder-
al income tax.
-rnis is the sensible way to
deal with the rising cost with-
out increasing federal expendi-
tures needlessly," Ritter said.
Democratic gubernatorial as-
pirant Ralph Waldo Emerson,
hl a state campaign coordinator.
"If the people of Tennessee
can get to know Ralph during
the campaign as I know him, he





KNOXVILLE !UPI) - The
Tennessee Valley Authority said
today that measurable amounts
of mercury have been found in
fish taken from 18 locations on
ten lakes in the agency's mar-
voir system, but that in most
instances the levels were not
considered significant.
TVA began the sampling proj-
ect in May, after the U. S. Food
and Drug Administration estab-
lished an interim working
guideline for allowable mercury
concentrations in the flesh of
edible fish.
Only fish taken from Pick-
wick Lake near Florence, Ala.,
showed dangerous mercury con-
tamination, TVA said.
Within the next 30 days the
agency expected reports on
samples from nine locations on
five ether lakes.
At the same time, a recheck
is being made of fish in the Hi-
wassee • arm of Chickamauga
Lake. Last fall samples taken
from this arm of the lake
showed concentrations higher
than what is now considered ac-
ceptable.
The agency will continue
sampling, including analyses of
fish, water, bottom mud and
clams in efforts to pinpoint
sources of mercury. This is a
highly complex procedure, a
spokesman for TVA said.
The reservoirs on which re-
ports are complete are Melton
Hill, Cherokee, Ocoee Number
One, Hiwassee, Wilson, Pick-
wick, Kentucky, Chickamauga,
Watts Bar and Wheeler.
Samples still are being tested
from Fontana, Douglas, Fort
Loudoun, Nickajack and Gunt-
ersville, TVA said.
Books
By United Press International
The Arbaugh Affair, by
Darrell Garwood.
(Macrae-Smith, $5.95)
How does a nuclear scientist
resolve the conflicts of
,conscience and country, of the
demands of his discipline and
the desire for ,the general good'?
These are the questions
probed in veteran newspaperman
Darrell Garwood's absorbing
novel about the scientist, his
involvement with such 'diverse
affairs as the Spanish Civil War,
the Manhattan Project, the
hydrogen bomb - and a security
-investigation.
The flyleaf of the book
'contains the comment that this
`Is really semi-fiction. It has all
happened in real life, but not to
these particular people. For
instance the scientist, Dr. Arnold
Arbaugh, is not Dr. J. Robert
Oppenheimer - as a matter of
fact Dr. Oppenheimer appears
fleetingly in the book. But
certainly there are parallels.
Dr. A rbaugh's naivety in
security matters.. - and his
impatience with them when they
hamper the progress of wartime
research-are explored. Anc(so is
his security hearing, its invasion
of non-pertinent pirts of his
persona] ,llfe and --even, at- one
point, the attempt to have him
excluded from the reading of a
classified document. As it
happens, he wrote the
document.
The A r ba ugh Affair is
fascinating, thoughtful - and
incidentally educational about




Louis XIV and 'Natty
Million Frenchmen, by: Pierre
Goubert.
(Pantheon, $7.95)
This book is a social, political
sun-ey of France under the reign
of Louis XIV'-from 1661 to
1715!'.
Louis XIV was France's most
famous king. During his Grand
Steele Versailles was built.
French borders were expanded.
French-st led classicism . and
culture became 'inertial ional and
a _highly developed bureaucracy'
- the forerunner of the modern
nation-state - was formed.
But....
Goubert comes to the
conclusion that Louis XIV was
an average hard working, hard
playing man in a position which
required more than it got. He
sees Louis XIV as a proud and
inflexible man who, when told
.that he was "God given,"
believed it. Regardless of the
cost in lives and property, Louis
held to his ideal of personal
glory and the glory of France. It
all but ruined France.
Originally printed in French
in 1966, the book is now offered
in English. The author is a
professor at the University of
Nanterre and president of the
Societe de Dessiegraphte
Historique- ----a fact which
explaiw_the effective use of
statistical data. "---"
This book is more for the
student or specialized reader
than for general readers. It is a
good social history with enough
biography to make it interesting.
John Alger (UPI)
*




New editions of encyclopedia
in these days of rapid change
must give their editors ulcers
before they go to press. But the
new set of World Books is
well-timed.
the star example is space,
and the new edition has an
Impressive wrapup of the
rocketry race, its history and its
hardware, capped with the moon
landings.
.This edition is loaded with
pictures, maps and concise
how -it-works diagrams. Its
alphabetized subjects are easy to
locate. The texts are well written
and the contributors - 2,900 of
them who range from Harold L.
Goodwin of the National
Science Foundation to Notre
Dame head football coach Ara




aquatic Adam and Eve
stroll along the beach at
Cesenatico, Italy, clad in
sea shells.
Redfoi'd as 'Crow Killer'
HOLLYW(t01). (CPO
Robert, Redford, fastest rising
male star in movies, will play
the 'title role for Warner Bros
in "114 Crow Killer."
* * *
Not for sale
NEW YORK (UPI) Singer
Jonny Cash's record sales total
more Man 415 million. But
there's' one record he made
..as isn't for sale at any frice.
It's the song. "You've Got A
lot To Live," which Jolinns
taped as a commercial for a
drinti company. The song
is very Popular but the firm





By United Press international
Bast il le Day in France
commemorates the storming on
July 14, 1789 on the French
state prison by Parisians who
regarded the Bastille as a
symbol of the despotism of the
Bourbon Kings ;, •
JOH/ISO/1S PRICES IN THIS ADGOOD THRU JULY 22
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PAM Focarrom
NEW LAW
BOSTON t UPli-A new state
law goes into effect which
permits women to stand at the
bar and lift tleir drinks with
the men. •
Massachusetts law had prev-
ented women from being served
at a tavern unless seated at a
table or bar. The 1970
• legislature repealed this statute
as discriminatory under a
suggestion from the Alcoholic
Beverage Control Commission.
Rainbow trout nligrate more
extensively than other species
•)( trout
GRADUATE TROOPERS—New Kentucky State Policemen 
stand at ease on the
back terrace of the State Capitol after taking their oath
 of office. James Evans, a
senior instructor at the KSP-Academy at Frankfort hea
ds the group. Franklin Cir-
cuit Judge Henry Meigs swore the new troopers in
. (Chock Holbert Photo)
FBI Officials Think That Very




Early ur May, an orderly rally
of 500 University of Maryland
students protesting U.S. inter-
vention in Cambodia was
breaking up when a young man
tion or what they regard as
''the establishment's" insensiti-
vity to their grievances.
FBI Director J. FAgor
Hoover, in a statement to UPI
this week, stressed the impor-
tance of distinguishing between
"the genuine hard core radical
leaped up and shouted, -Les 
on campus" and -the legiti
go to the arinoryl" 
mate protester."
He was followed by about 100 
Warns of Dangers
students who ransakced ROTC 
Hoover warned of the clan-
duties, and before it was jjgers 
of countering extremism
over, Gov. Marvin Mandel had with 
extremism. "Owe the
sent National Guardsmen to the 
dangers of extremism on
campus c
ampuses is that it will
Many who attended the rally
probably didn't know who
suggested the armory raid, but
the young man whose - cry
triggered the violence is well
known to the FBI as a leader of
a radical new left organization.
It may come as a surprise to
some, but government officials
in a position to speak authorita-
tively on the subject are
convinced that very few of the
thousands of young people who
paralyzed colleges and universi-
ties . with strikes and demon-
strations last May were hard
core radicals bent on violence




estimates available here indi-
cate that less than one-half of
one per cent of all U.S. college
students are adherents of
subversive organizations seek-
ing to advance international
communism or the revolutiona-
ry overthrow of the govern-
ment.
These radicals have succeed-
ed occasionally in diverting
peaceful protests into violent
confrontations with law enforce-
ment agencies. But they have
not created student unrest, the
government believes, nor have
they been able to seize control
of the campus protest move-
ment,
Most students who choose to
demonstrate-and many don't--








Mrs. Jacqueline Sykes and
Baby Boy, Rte. 2, Murray; Mrs.
Barbara Ross and Baby Girl,
Rte. 1, Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Rosalee Walker, Rte. 2,
-iurray; David Williams, 1503
Main, Murray; Mrs. Dorthy
Bailey, Rte. 8, Murray; David
Morgan,- New Concord; Mgrs.
Morgan, Rte. 1, Hazel: Walter
Rhodes, 307 S. 11th, Murray;
Barney Langston, 1W7
Murray; Mrs. Bertha Hill, Rte. 1,
Farmington; Mrs. Mae Thomas,
engender anti-democratic 
vigi_803 Sha Wa Crt., Murray; Mrs.
!ante and Wegal actions against 
Elnora Wallace From Cony.
this minority," he said. "These Diviswn •
extremists can and must be
handled under due process of
law."
Subversive elements active
today range from "old left"
organizations, highly disciplinee
and centrally controlled advo-
cates of the Communist move-
ment, to the home-grown "new
left" anarchists who seem Ut
have no political objectives
beyond provoking violence and
-chaos.
The two factions sometimes
collaborate in trying to organize
outbreaks of campus violence,
but they distrust and dislike
each other considerably.
While the "old left" is well-
organized in its campaign to
turn the United States eventual-
ly into a Socialist state, the
,collegiate "new left" now





-Mrs. ,Joyce Overbey, 1507
Sycarhore, Murray; Charles
Thompson, -1503 Parklane,
Murray; Master Tim Giles, 1623
Lech Lomond Dr.;Murray; Mrs.
Novie Hale, 635 Murray Ct.,
Murray; Miss Kitty Milliken, 708
Olive, Murray; Mrs. Velvaleen
Burkeen, Rte. 1, Dexter; Alvie
Jones, Rte. 1, Hardin; Mrs.
Martha Miller, Rte. 3, Murray;
K. H. Mathes, Rte. 2, Murray;
Ronald Housden, Rte. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Nina English, Rte. 8,
Benton; Mrs. Linda Walker and
Baby Boys, Rte. 1, Mayfield;
Mrs. Mary McCoy and Baby Boy,
Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Janice
Cathey, Rte. 2, Murray; Master
fragments _of Students for Joseph. Beery, Rte. 1, Rtrimer
Democratic Society(SDS)Steve Martin, Box 144, Hart Hall




dys, 33, grandson of the late Sir
Winston Churchill, will marry
Elizabeth Martin, a family
spokesman announced Wednes-
day. Sandys is the only son of
Conservative Member of Parli
ament Duncan Sandys and the
late Diana Churchill. The




Walter Peterson's office had to
shell out six cents Wednesday
to read a letter from Gov.
Claude R. Kirk of Florida.
The letter, mailed July 2,
arrived with a postage due
stamp on it. An aide to
Peterson remarked, "I guess







Rep. John W. McCormitek,
Nouse Spencer,
32%, 23%, 2%
Reepetary Whin 1.0i.d, ---:-.--111eueil•---110111se-ifeeisti,i.) or, Meeretstry_Milarn Rogers,.
Defense Department, Pitsilority Leader, State Drrtmeat,
24%, 16' . 6";, 23%, 141%.L.4% NM, 9% 2%
NIXON FOIST, ROGERS LAST Here is liow.ailme of oilr ma
jor politicians tars in a recogni-
tion curve) by the National Assessment otEducational Prioress. Adults, 17-year-olda mut
53-year-old. wet,- asi?•••1 to" identifylhem. and above, In order LIS:wending age 
Brotipy.
is how they caner out on beta named
AMMO CONFISCATED
DAMASCUS (UPI) — About
32.000 rounds of ammunition en
route to Jordan from West
Germany were confiscated by
syrian customs officers at the
Port 9f Latakia Wednesday, the
official Syrian Arab News
Agency reported. It gave no
reason for the seizure.
SIGNS CONTRACT
DETROIT (UPI) Terry
oDr`%v^11, a former star with
Boston College, Thursday
signed a professional contract
with the Detroit Pistons of the
National Basketball Associa-
tion. The 6-foot-7 Driaaroll was
GOES TO SALT LAKE
SAN DIEGO I UP! (—The Sin
Diego Padres Monday sent
righthanded pitcher Al Santori-
ni to Salt Lake City of the
Pacific Coast League.
Santorim's earned run aver-
ge of 6.18 was the highest on
e staff and reliever Tom
es was expected to replace
Ithe Pistons' top draft choice in
1969 but played last year in
Italy.
14
BADGES AREN'T VISIBLE— earlrik riot helmets, gas 
masks
and jump suits, and carrying riot batons, fibergla
ss shields
and high powered rifles with telescopic sights, pol
ice from
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Cap'n John's 10 oz. pkgst
Fish Sticks 3/21





3-Lb. Pkg. Or Hors - -yak-A
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CUT UP or SPLIT LB 35C
CREAM STYLE CORN A:::::617c::
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CASH AND CARRY. New load
carpet. Commercial type hi-
denetty nterbar back, $3.95
Yd. liasTY shag. $3.$10 eq. y&
Also in stock. Big bargain pile,
$1.99 sq. yd. and $2.99 eq. yd.
for anything in pile while it
tads. Peachall's Discount Howie.
Elaxel, Kentucky 4924m We
will be open 4th o( July.
FOR SALE OR RENT: House
trailer, 10' x 51', 11 anode&
Phone 7531E156 or 753-8231.
August-l-C
TWO SCHOOL desk chairs, be
by stroller and baby walker.
Phone 7534772.
FACTORY BUILT 10 ft. cab
over truck camper. Sleeps four.
9875.00. Phone 753-7850. TFC
TWO SETS of Meg wheel cov-
en. Phone 753-4516 after 6:00
p. m. 17NC
1968 MOBILE HOME, 12 x 52,
two bedroom. Phone 753-8073.
July-17-C
YOU'LL NEVER know how
clean that rug will be till you
try Blue Lustre. Rent a sham-
pooer for only $1.00 at Big K.
July-18-C
REDUCE safe and fast with Go-
Bese Tablets and E-Vap "water




trick home, 1000 Sharpe Street.
$115 month. Yearly Wine. Ap-
ply at Ledger and Times. TFC
3-BEDROOM house, South 8th
Street. Call 753-3369. J-15-P
TRAILER on Kentucky Lake.
By week or by month. Private
lot and air conditioning. Blood
River area. Call 436-2323.
July LS-C
NICE FURNISHED one and
two-bedroom apartments. Car-
peted and air conditioned. Lo-
cated 100 South 13th Street.
IHERMOFAX copying machine. Married Couples only. Kelly's
A-1 condition. Can be seen st_pest control_ No phone mos
Murray Supply or call 753-3351. please. July-16-C
July-16.0 
12' x 55"TRAILER, 1968 mo-
del. Phone 753-4491. July-20C
USED ELECTRIC cook stove.
Phone 753-2573 days, or 753-
1628 nights. July-16-C
15 FT G. E. Refrigerator, self




Bulldog pups. 'Nee male and
one Lamle, six weeks ,!:! Phone
753-8832. July-16-P
FURNISHED garage apartment,
with four rooms and bath, air
conditioned. Phone 753-2812 af-
ter 5:00 p. m. July-16-C
TWO-BEDROOM mobile home.
Air conditioned with automatic
Washer. Shady lot. Call 489-
3623. July-17-C
TWO LARGE, beautiful, unfurn-
ished apartments across from
Westview Nursing Home, South
18th Street. Two bedrooms,
bath, utility room, carpeted, air
conditioned, with stove, refrig-
erator, garbage disposal and
30 ACRE FARM neer PrOviden-,diovisch r 753-4974.
re with barn, running water, July-21-C
well and spring. Excellent for
hog or cattle farm. Camper for
sale with all necessities. Paws.
436-2319.
ONE FRIGIDAIRE electric
range. Priced low. Phone 436-
5418. July-113-P
AKC REGISTERED German
Shepherd, male, six months
old. Phone 753-3056. July-17-P
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs,
not $10.00 monthly, rent ap-
plies to purchase. Used signet
Ones ad argent Loaudo
PlanCgiáiy "Your Com-




racking mare, registered mare
and colt, gentle horse, hack-
ney pony stud. Yamaha. Honda
motorcycles. Phone 753-9580 or
753-1348. July-17-C
150 BRED Charloias lichens.
Will split and sell any number
you want. Also 15 service-age
Charolias bulls. Estes Stock-
yard, Vienna. Illinois, phone
day 618-658-7203 or night 618-
658-5856. July-21-C
10' x 60 TRAILER on Kentucky
Lake Well ftarnished excellent
-air conditioner, electric heat,
Washer and dryer hook-up.
Corner lot, lots of shade Near
Pine Point Boat Dock. Blacktop
road. Near large park. Phone
642-7279. July-21-P
1968 HONDA CB 350. Phone
753-6133. July-17-P
8-WEEK-OLD pigs Phone 436-
2113 after 4:00 p. m.
July-17-C
CASH & CARRY. Two roll!
good carpet while it lasts, $150
square yard. Short length foam
rid while it lasts, 50 cents
square yard Other carpet.
$299 square yard. Heavy Shag,
$3 95 .square yird. Commercial
type Hi-density rubber back,
$3.95 square yard We have
everything we advertise Pas-
chill's Disanunt House, Hazel,
Kentucky, 492-9733 17'P
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED. good used hi-pres-
sure soap machine. Phone 753-
8273 after 5-00 p m July-16-P
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BY OWNER: 39 acres on Cher
ry Corner-New Concord Road
Walter Wells, Box 394, Route
5, Murray, Ky. July15-P
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
THE POODLE PALACE is look-
ing for a home for two AKC
registered Toy Poodle pupa
One male and one female,
$50.00 each. Phone 753-5291.
July-17-C
NOTICE
Dr. Richard and Dr. Mary
Broeringmeyer wish to an-
nounce that their Chiroprac-
tic offices at 302 S. 12th
Street Murray will be closed
Saturday, July 18, at which
time they will re-locate to
their new more specious
quarters 3% miles east of
city limits of Murray, on
Hwy. IA. Phone 753-2902 or
753-8582.




BELTONE factory fresh hear-
ing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs.
H-1
THREE-BEDROOM brick ve-
neer, living room, dining room,
family room, laundry, -eat-in
kitchen, disposal, dishwasher,i 
appliances, central heat and
air. -Excellent -location. 401
North 10th. 753-7844. July-20-P
FARM FOR SALE: 25 acres,
modern house, basement, deep
well and pond. Two miles west
of Lynn Grove, then turn at
Crittendens Store WWII two
miles. M. Roberson 435-5802.
July-17-P
SALESMAN WANTED!' To so-
licit accounts for National Col-
lection Agency. No investment.
High Commissions plus Booms
Plan to men meeting our re-
quirements. Age no factor
Write Manager, Drawer 437,
Mentor, Ohio 44060. 1-15-P
SA F-T-BILT
JUST IN TIME FOR
SUMMER VACATIONS
25% to 35% mark down on
suits, sports coats, swim






APPLICATIONS are now being
accepted for s Nurse Aide
Training Class at Murray-Cal-
loway County Hospital Please
apply in the Nursing Office at
the Hospital. All applications




not necessary). Can earn $4.50
per hour and up after short
training for local and over-the
-road hauling. For application.
write. Nationwide Semi Divi-
Ion. Suite 214, Marine Bldg.,
171 New Circle Rd., N. E., Lex-
ington, Ky. 40505 or call 806-





1965 LTD FOR!) 4-Door Hard
Top, Air Conditioned and
Power, exceptionally
nice $1095.00
1965 MUSTANG , Air Con-
"ditioner, 3 speed transmission.
clean, $995.00
1967 OPEL Station Wagon,
a),000 miles, air conditioner,
luggage rack, exceptionally
nice $1095.00
1964 DATSUN, 4-Door station
wagon, Air Conditioner,
Radio, Heater, Clean $1095.00
1969 DATSUN 4-Door Sedan,
Air Conditioner
Automatic $1695.00
1965 PONTIAC, 9 passenger













Open evenings til 8:00
Sycamore Street
AUTOS FOR SALM
1964 MERCURY, good fishing
car, only $195.00. Can be seen
at 1100 Pogue. 753-4652, 7:00
a. in. to 5:00 p. m. TFC
1968 ELECTRA with air and
all power Like new 1969 Chev-
rolet Impala two door hardtop'
with factory air and power- Feskst
Vinyl roof. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main. July-17-C
1968 SKYLARK two door hard-
top with factory air and power.
1968 Skylark Custom. Four door
hardtop with air and power.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of 0th and Main.
July-17-C
1965 BONNEVILLE two door
hardtop. 1967 Buick LaSabre
four door hardtop with air and
power. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and
Main, July-17-C
1968 ELCAMINO V-8 automat-
lc with power steering and
vinyl roof. 1965 Chevrolet Im-
pala convertible Cain and Tay-
lor Gulf Station Corner of 6th
and Main.
- - - 
July-174
1964 PONTIAC Bonneville four
dote hardtop with factory air
p-end-trit power 1965 Falcott-fairo
door sedan. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main. July-17-C
CARPENTRY: new or remodel-
ing For free estimates call
Hawley Bucy 492-8120 after 3
p. m. Aug.-11-C
COMPLETE MOBILE HOME RE.
PAIR SERVICE. Bills Mobile
Home Repairs all makes and
models. Call day or night Cal-
vest City 3305-755.1 Long dis-
tance call collect. Fast effic-








SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and
small appliances repaired and
yard tools sharpened. 512 R
South 12th Street Phone 753-
5087. TFC
FLOOR SANDING and finish-
ing, new and old floors, wort
 guaranteed, 25 years experience.
John Taylor, Wing°, Kentucky,





u 1CAI bT AYLOR lirsTATON
Corner 6.,;,h.,8 ma.mmzir:1/43412..„.A
WILL DO bush-hogging, mow
tug city lots. By the hour or
Job. Phone 753-3798. July-18-P
CARD OF THANNKS
To the staff of the Murray
Hospital and Convalescent, the
family of Ernest and W. P
Roberson would like to ear
"Thank You" for all the kiod
and understanding deeds which
each of you so tenderly render-
ed our beloved father and bro-
ther. To our friends and nei
bore for the flowers and fcv”i
A special thanks to Brother
Hargus, Brother Beasley -and
the singers for their Coin-fort
ing wards and music. To the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
our sincere appreciation. alka




1964 CHEVROLET Impala Su-
per Sport, four in the floor.
1962 Buick station wagon with
air and poWer. Cain and Tay.
(los- Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
and Main. July-17-C
---14110$ FOR SALE
1988 FAIRLANE 500 two door
hardtop. 1987 Chrysler N e w
Yorker four doot hardtop with
factory air and power. Vinyl
roof. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta-
tion. Corner of 6th and alaian.
Jul 7-C
1967 OLDS 98 Luxury edah
with air and all power. 1955
Chevrolet, two door sedan,
six cylinder. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of (Kb and
Main. July-17-C
NEW YORK (UPI)-The
thoroughbred race horse is con-
sidered the fastest man-ridden
animal in the world
'KIDNAP- guSPECT --
Police in Lansing, Mich.,
issued this sketch, made
from a description, of
the holdup man suspect-
ed of kidnaping 16-year-
old Laurie Murninghan,
daughter of former May-
or Max Murninghan.
WEDNESDAY - JULY IS. 1970
Travel topics
Airlines go all out
to woo the traveler
By MURRAY J. BROWN
UPI Travel Editor
In is air-oriented age of
mass tr ortation, it is hard
to believe tat more than 50
per cent of • population of
the United St s has never
flown in a coin enplane.
It is even move renkarkable
when you consider that U.S.
sclreduled airlines reporte r-
rying more than 159 million,
passengers in 1969. That
figure, however, includes re-
peaters -- travelers who made
more than one flight -- and
foreign passengers.
Airlines industry sources
have estimated the total of
non-fly inf Americans at about
120 million. Others place it
even higher, possibly closer to
65 per cent of the estimated
population of 202 million.
It is this vast untapped mar-
ket the airlines are depending
upon to' rin all those seats in
the Boeing 747 $siperjeta said
liners 
so t hwe icti, g , 
 will 
chcomel ice d t: it ro-
the American Trotting Chain-.
-aereiee - 1n thé - 1070 global
race.
I haie been traveling by
ptfiarm ec-trar;bzsottR;R::4iiti.yvriam-ri ,„ First year marks
prejudiced. For me, it is nots
only the fastest way to get
where I am going (barring air
controller slowdowns and wea-
ther or mechanical delays) but
part of the fun of getting there.
And the price is right.






increased in cost over the past
decade (the government's Con-
sumer Price Index went up
28 per cent between 1959 and
1969), average air fares went
down.
The commercial airlines in-
dustry is fiercely competitive..
With scheduled' domestii-
and international air fares fixed
by agreements among the Car-
riers and governments, each
goes all out to outdo its corn-









horse to represent % United
States in the $125,000 Roosevel
International Trot Saturday.
-Noccalula joined America's
other entry, Dayan, winner of
MONTREAL (UM-Mon-
treal's baseball Expos, playing
their first - ytai in the National
League, led the league in
double plays by a team in the
1969 season with 179. They
also had the most errors, 184






State William P. Rogers,
claiming the U.S. incursion into
Cambodia has allowed Main-
land China to increase its
influence, on North Vietnam:
"We don't know much about
Communist China. We do know
they have increased their
Influence with Hanoi as a result
of the Cambodian incursion."
NEW YORK (UPI)—"The
dog may well be urban man's
worst friend," Time magazine
said Sunday.
Dogs are crowding cities
throughout the world and are
becoming "the most obnoxious
minority group," the magazine
said.
"The beast in the city jungle
chews children, attacks joggers
and howls into the night in a
cramped apartment that makes
It neurotic," the magazine
article said.
"When it does get out—twice
a day if its master can manage
—it turns street and sidewalk
alike into, .seesak_hookie._teeps.-
for pedestrians." -----
There are 500,000 dogs in New
York City, 700,000 in London,
280,000 in Tokyo, 300,000 in Los
Angeles and more than a
million in Mexico City, Time
said.
New York City recorded
25,000 dog bites list year and
Tokyo 5,000, the magazine said.
Fear of rabies compelled the
British to bar all dogs and cats
from entering the country.
Dogs, in addition to being
nuisances in the city, can give
humans tuberculosis, create
allergies and cause intestinal
infections, Time said.
Admiral Peary reached the
North Pole on April 6, 1909.
RECALLS -HORROR —
Robert N. Harms, 53,
Sacramento, Calif., a for-
mer employe of a U.S.
firm in Vietnam whp
spent 11 months in a
South Vietnamese prison
for alleged currency vio-
lations, said in a Wash-
ington, D.C., news con-
ference that he saw
American prisoners beat-
"n and one blinded tem-






Bobby Joe Harris, native of
Henry County and husband of a
Paris woman died instantly
Monday night in a car wreck near
Cleveland, Mississippi. He lived
in Memphis. He wars 22.
The body is being flown to
Paris for burial. McEvoy
Funeral Home will be in charge
of all arrangements.
He was born January 15, 1948 in
Henry County the son of Robert
Harris of Orlando, Fla., and
Rubye Lee Harris of Milan. He
attended school at Buchanan and
Grove.
Survivors include his wife the
former Marsha Elizabeth Culver
of the home address 1131
Catalina, Memphis, two
daughter, Marsha Joe 20 months
and Melinda Lee, six months; one
brother Mark David Harris of
Orlando, Fla, and his paternal
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
Harris of Buchanan, and
maternal grandparents Mr. and
TRENTON, N.J. (UPI) —
-tnrmiies at The Mettei etituay
Workhouse staged a brief work
strike Monday_
-39$
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Rep. Carl Albert
"Little Giant From Little Dixie"




WASHINGTON — He's not
colorful, but he's well liked.
He's small, but he stands high
in his party. He conies from a
Southern-oriented rural dis-
trict, but he's regarded as a
liberal. He was e!ected to the
House with Richard M. Nixon
and John F. Kennedy. He's the
prospective speaker of the
House. the nation's second most
powerful post.
Rep. Carl Albert of Okla-
norna will succeed retiring
Speaker John McCormack of
Massachusetts when the next
Congress convenes in January,
provided the Democrats' retain
control 1n.the,November elec-
tion. pe had no opposition. —
Minions who viewed the mu-
cus proceedings of the Demo-
cratic National Convention in
1968 may remember him as the
presiding officer who unsuc-
cessfully sought to preserve or-
der there. It's doubtful that
anycne could have done better
under the circumstances, not
even the redoubtable Sam Ray-
burn, the former speaker who
set a record presiding over
Democratic conventions.
• • •
IT WAS Rayburn who got Al-
bert started on the leadership
ladder. His congressional dis-
trict adjoined that of Albert
and the two became close
friends. In 1954, seven years
after Albert became a House
member, Rayburn picked him
for party whip. When Rayburn
died in 1961 and as McCor-
matk steppe& tip Irian inkjorrty
leader to speaker, Albert suc-
ceeded him.
Albert was bolt oft a farm
near McAlester. Okla., 62 years
ago. Life was hard. The farm
had neither electricity nor run-
lives with his wife and 15-year-
old son. An older daughter is
at college. He also likes to read
and pay bridge. At college he
was a champion bridge player
and a checker champ as well.
Albert supported the liberal
policies of Presidents Truman,
Kennedy and Johnson despite
the fact he represents a con-
servative rural district. But his
ccnstituents are so proud of the
way a hometown boy has made
good in the nation's highest
councils that they ignore his
liberal views. So much so, in
fact, that when he was elected
majority leader eight years ago,
they presented him with an
automobile and his home town
. .named a street after him.
Rep. Carl Albert
At the University of Okla-
Libert was a Phi Beta
Kappa student and went on to
Oxford University, where he
obtained a law degree. In World
War H, he served in the Army
Air Corps as a legal officer.
• • •
- Mint years ago -Albert war,,
tered a heart attack that threat-
ened to halt his upward climb
TriAtktiItritS.--Btit - lierecove
like his good friend Lyndon
Johnson. and now says he never
felt better.
ning water. But Albert soon Albert likes to take early
.distinguished himself as a high morning walks from his Wash-
school speaker and debater. ington apartment, where he
• • •
LOYALTY is One of Albert's
Strong points. When others
talked of opposing McCormack
for speaker, and some urged
Albert to do so, he refused.
When McCormack announced
his retirement, he endorsed Al-
bert as his successor.
Albert supports President
Nixon in Vietnam, as he did
President Johnson. He's upset
about the war, which he terms
"about the most miserable war
we've ever had." But he feels
that "while we should get out,
we should get out responsibly."
Although the Oklahoman is
not a member of the younger
generation, members who are
his junior in age and service
expect sympathetic treatment
of their views.
So, next January, the five-
fZiot, four-inch, 150-poundko'Llt-
tie Giant from Little Dixie," as
he's often referred to, is slated
to- - become-• apes4Fer of the
House and the second man in
line of succession to the presi-
Cy.
Oh yes, if the Republicans
win a majority in the House.
then Rep. Gerald R. Ford of
Michigan will probably be





By United Press International
WASHINGTON—From a re.
port by the special House
armed services subcommittee
saying U.S. soldiers "deliber-
ately" shot down civilians in
the South Vietnamese hamlet of
My Lai:
"At this, late date, who can
judge the cumulative effects of
the horrors, fears and frustra-
tions which the men of "C"
Company had been forced to




Funeral services for Mn.
Welker A. (Hazel) Cooley of
Hardin Route One were held
here today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Har-
old Bates officiating. Eastern
Star services were held Toes-
lay evening at the chapel.
The body will be taken Thurs-
day morning to the Drescher
Funeral Home, Spencer, Ind.,
where another funeral service
will be held that day at two
p. m. Burial will be in the
Spencer, Ind., cemetery.
Mrs. Ooley. age 68, died Mon-
day at 10:30 p m at the Mur-
ray-Caikrway County Hospital.
She and her husband had re-
sided in this area for the past
twelve years.
Survivors are her husband,
Walker A. Ooley, son, Vernon
B. Ooley, three sisters, Mrs.
Marie Steele. Mrs. Irma Byers,
and Mrs. Pearl Sutherland, six
grandchildren. and several niec-
es and nephews.
About 90 per cent ot car
thefts in the United States are
committed by arnateurs, says
the National Automobile Club,
"DOC" CRAWFORD
Broderick Crawford, who
starred in "Highway Pa-
trol" in the 1950s, is re-
turning to television this
fall as s....rOgIr —hshod doe-
tor in :The 
jfitp
%said, "I go roaring
through the hospital like
a "bull in- a china shop,





Thirty-four young ladies, ages
15-19 and residents of the
Jackson Purchase area, have
thus far entered the 1970
Purchase District Fair Queen
Contrite..
The pageant will be held next
Tuesday (July 21) at 8 p.m. at
Mayfield Fairgrounds
This year's contestants
Include: Judy Smith, Christy
Walker, Marilyn Moseley,
Amanda Adams, Barbara Jaynes,
Frieda Wheeler, Judy Powell,
Robbi Yates., Dianne Mason, all
of Mayfield; Lana Qapp, Wingo;
Dais Cope, Teresa Jones, Pam
Sutherland, Pam Clark, Vicki
McDermott, Marsha Lee Dorgan,
Cynthia Harper, Carolyn Kay
Hurley, Jan Campbell, Glenda
Morris, Dinah Clayton, all of
Benton;
Jun• Marie Coppinger,
Pamela Jean Edwards, Deborah
Tamer, Senn Mitchell, Genie
Hancock, all of Paducah;
Darlene Stuart, Brenda
Richarson, Sherry Finney, all of
Murray; Gail Ward and Jonda
Hall, both of Gilbertrelle;
Pamela Jean Paschall, Hazel;
Linda Pritchard, Hardin; and
Teresa Turner, La Center.
Area girls wanting to
participate in next Tuesday's
contest should call either bliss
Sara Pierce at 247-6142, lin.
Jane Maxon at 247-7128 or Mrs.
Barbara Suthard at 247-7 1 32.
Special
(Continued From Peipe 1)
anyone in the Americal Division
as claimed by its then
commander, Gen. Samuel Kos-
'ter and U. Col. Oran Henderson,
commanding officer, the in-
vestigation appeared to be "a
figment of the imagination of
those officers."
COMPARE NOTES
CARSON CITY, Nev. (UPI)
—When Richard A. Culpepper
left his first wife, Elizabeth,
she moved from California - to
Carson City.
When Culpepper left his
second wife, Susan, she also
moved to Carson City and
decided to look up the first
wife.
They compared notes and
Culpepper, 23, Hillburg, Calif.,
Was hauled - In on bigamy
charges.
—The- 41,4.eiug '4 JUU4IIUt





ty director of the National
Gallery, commenting on his
discovery that Raphael's 16th
century portrait of Pope Julius
II is not a copy but the real
thing:
"We have all been blind. We
had always taken it for granted
that ours was just a good, if
copy."
MORRLSBURG, Ont.—Onta-
rio Provincial Police Constable
A. Thornton, remarking on the
fate of a freighter which sank
in the St. Lawrence Seaway,
killing eine persons: .
"The survivors told me it
went down like a rock."
Today's
Stock Market
NEW YORK (UV) —Stocks
opened mixed in moderate
turnover today.
Some analysts saw a few
more sessions of backing and
filling until there is a definite
trend to second quarter earn-
ings reports now flowing in.
Shortly after the opening, the
Url marketwide indicator was
upi 0.03 per cent on 428 issues
claiming the tape. Of these. 156
adianced and 138 declined
Kennecott Copper opened La
at 41,-2, while Interne-
tion Paper edged up Is to
33la. Polaroid gained 5.s to 541*.
Am can Telephone rose 31, to
44102. l,iberty Corp. picked up ki
to 1324.
- - Pan, Central, however, fell Li
to Pa' in The rail- group-,
Interuational Telephone was a
softer conglomerate. It surren-
dered Ali to 3318.
Areong the electronics, Con-
trol/Data was steady at 33, with
Meenorex ahead,44 to 573/4, and
Litton off '• to 163.8. Telex
. climbed to 13, and
H neywell 34 to 29 IBM
th•epped 1 to 2501-4.
rifteral Motors lost 1.4 to 6514
in the automotive group.
Chrysler added LB to 181a. Ford
ptcked up 1, to 431.4. ,
:In the steels, U.S. Steel fell /4
tp Ws.
, Getty rose 1 to 47 in the oils.
Standard of California gained va






dittle this week 94
Ives this week 22OMPARED TO LAST
WEEK: Slaughter cows .50-.75






couple over1200 lbs. 25.00-25.50
Cutter 575-1040 lbs 22.50-23.75
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
VEALERS: Mixed Good and
Choice 180-240 lbs. vealers 31 10-
36.00, Good 240-320 lbs : calves
30.50-33.26.'
FEEDER\ STEEFtS: Mixed
Good and Ehoice 165-465 lbs.
30.00-33.25, cood 155-465 lbs.













tar rifles, valued at approxi-
mately $5,000 and part of the
collection of D. William Cal_
burn, calvert City, were stolen
last Thursday night when the
Calvert City Clinic was broken
into, according to Marshall
CotiotY Sheriff Sam weer&
sheriff myers said Uma g'-
were in a safe M the clinic.
A large quantity of narcotics
was also reported taken in the
break in,
Sheriff Myers said a similar
breakin occurred at Reidland
Thursday night when an animal
clinic was entered and a large







Mekitita Carrel and Baby Boy'
RtC 1 Almo; Mrs. Mary
Spiliotis and Baby Girl,
Meadow Lane, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Baby Girl Hill, guidy Oaks
Crt., Murray, Mrs. Vicki
Conner and Baby Boy, 701 Vine
St., Murray, Hubert Birdsong,
Rte. 5, Benton; Toy Grooms, 410
No., 10th St., Murray; Wyli
Gupton, Rte. 1, KIrksey; Lewis
Byerly, New Concord; John
Mardis, Dexter,
RECURRING THErr
MONTREAL (UPI) —One of
the educational exhibits_ at Mrs. Ben Houaden of Buchanan.
"Man and His World," the
perennial successor of Expo 67,
is a drug exhibit_ feattging
displays of real drugs.
Someone stole the five LSD-
laced sugar cubes,. over the
Some 20 prisoners struck toweekend.
back up their demands whichThe sugar cubes were re-
placements, put there after 
included a request for indivi-
dual cereal packages ratherthieves took the original ones
than a large family-style box.last year.
Drowning Victim's
Body Recovered
The body of a Marshall Coun-
ty youth who drowned while
wading in the Ohio River at
Cumberland Island in Livingston
County Sunday afternoon was
recovered Tuesday morning
near Dam 52, about 16 miles
downstream from the island.
The body, which first was spot-
ted near the Irvin Cobb Bridge
about 6:15 a.m. Tuesday, was
identified as Larry Don Wallace,
19, Sharpe, by McCracken Coun-
ty Coroner John Barker.
Wallace had been on a picnic
with members of his family at
the island when he went wading
and was caught by the river's
current and dragged under
water, authorities said.
The body was spotted floating
near the Cobb Bridge by two
Michigan couples in a pleasure
boat, according to State Troop-
er Walter Adcox.
The two couples, Mr. and Mrs.
Ray L. Christensen and Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Wessendorf, both of
Benton Harbor, Mich., were
traveling downriver in a small
yacht when they spotted the
body.
After spotting the body down-
river from the bridge, the cou-
ples notified personnel at Dam
52.
Wayne Kelley, repairman at
the dam, and Ralph Fugate, as-
sistant lockmaster, went upriv-
er in a launch and brought the
body to the dam.
The body was tied to a portion
of the-upper gate-recess at the
south end of the lock until au-
thorities arrived and removed it
from the eater about 8 eer.,ta-
day.
Barker ruled at the scene that
the youth died of an accidental
drowning.
Authorities theorized that the
body came to the surface shore
ly after dragging operations
were halted about 6 p.m. Mon-
day. Members of the McCracken
County Rescue Squad begar
dragging operations about 8 p.m.
Sunday and continued on an al.
most around-the-clock basis un-
til operations were halted Mon-
day.
Wallace was at the island with
his wife, another couple and a
young boy, about four miles
south of Smithlartd when he ap-
parently stepped into a hole and
was dragged under water, the
state trooper said.
The other members of the
group attempted to rescue him,
but were unable to reach him.
Wallace did not know how to
swim, members of the party told
authorities Sunday.
He was a 1966 graduate of
North Marshall High School, a
recent graduate of Paducah
Community College, and was a
member of the Sharpe Baptist
Church.
Survivors include his w if e,
Betty Clark Wallace; his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Wal-
lace of Sharpe; two brothers,
Pvt. Barry Wallace, U. S. Army
stationed at Fort Campbell, and
Jason Wallace, at home, and a
sister, Miss Dixie Wallace, also
at home.
Funeral services will be held
at 3 p.m. Wednesday at Roth
Funeral Chapel with David Har-
din and the Rev. T. D. Tucker
officiating. Burial will be in the
Mt. Kenton Cemetery.
PHILADELPH/A —
The Pennsylvania SPCA will
adopt a birth control policy
July .20 or_ .,dogs and calm
adopted from the agency.
Persons adopting female anii
mats train the shelters will be
required to have them spayed.
An SPCA spokesman said the
animal population explosion
forced the birth control cam-
paign.
P.ftlibeeme SWANNS MARKET
Osage - No. 24 can
PEACHES 3 for 89'
Miss Wisconsin - No. 303 can
PEAS 3/39'
* Meats *
WHOLE (cut-up - .1b. 331)
FRYERS
English Mt No. 303 can
GREEN BEANS 3 for 39'
MINUTE
STEAKS LB 99'
Pride of III. - Gream Style





Kitchen Kraft - No. 300 can
PURPLE HULL PEAS 3 for 39
SLICED
Smoked Jowl LB 29'




JUMBO PIES 3 boxes 99'
Flavor- Kist
CRACKERS
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